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Part I – General Tariff
Information

Explanation of Abbreviations,
Reference Marks and Symbols

$ Canadian Dollar(s)

(C) Denotes Changewhich results in neither increases
or decreases

(I) Denotes Increase

(N) Denotes Addition

(R) Denotes Reduction

(X) Denotes Cancellation

APPR Air Passenger Protection Regulations (SOR/2019-150)

CTA Canadian TransportationAgency

IATA International Air Transport Association

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization

N/A Not Applicable

Rule 1: Definitions
“Air Passenger Protection Regulations”means the legislation set
out in SOR/2019-150.

“Air Transportation Contract”meanswith respect to domestic
transportation, a contract entered into between the Passenger
and the Carrier for the provision of a Flight to the Passenger
and/or goods in the formof a Reservation and confirming
itinerary issued by the Carrier.

“Alternate Transportation”means another Flight (or Flights) on
the services of the same carrier or a Flight (or Flights) on the
services of another carrier; or a substitute formof travel,
including travel via rail, bus or boat.

“Attendant”means a personwho travelswith a passengerwith a
disability, is 18 years of age or over, is an able-bodied person and
does not personally require any assistance from the Carrier or
others, and is fully capable of providing for the needs of the
passengerwith a disability that is not provided by the Carrier.

“Baggage”means any good that is necessary or appropriate for
thewear, use, comfort, or convenience of the passenger for the
purpose of the trip and is appropriately packed in a container
acceptable to the Carrier. Unless otherwise specified, it shall
include both checked and unchecked baggage of the passenger.

“Baggage Identification Tag”means a document issued by the
Carrier solely for identification of checked baggage, part ofwhich
is given to the passenger as a receipt for the passenger’s checked
baggage and the remaining part is attached by the Carrier onto a
particular piece of the passenger’s checked baggage.

“BoardingArea”means the pointwhere the passenger’s flight
coupons are lifted and kept by the carrier or the pointwhere the
Carrier examines the passenger’s boarding pass prior to the
passenger being permitted on the aircraft.

“Boarding Pass” includes either a paper document or an
electronic document issued by the Carrier to the passenger and
serves as a record that the passenger has checked in for their
flight and, when it shows a seat assignment, it permits a
passenger to board a particular flight.

“Boarding Cut-Off Time” is the time limit specified by the Carrier
bywhich the passengermust be present at the designated
BoardingArea of their flight.

“CTA”means the Canadian TransportationAgency.

“Carrier”means: Air North Charter & Training Ltd., doing business
as Air North, Yukon’s Airline.

“Checked Baggage”means Baggage ofwhich the Carrier takes
custody and forwhich the Carrier issues a Baggage Identification
Tag.

“Check-in Cut-Off Time” is the time limit specified by the Carrier
bywhich the passengermust have completed check-in
formalities and received a Boarding Pass.

“Code-share” refers to amarketing arrangement inwhich two or
more carriers i.e. marketing carrier(s) sell seats using their own
airline code on a flight that one of themoperates (i.e. the
Operating Carrier).

“Controllable”means a delay, cancellation or diversionwhich is
considered to bewithin the control of the Carrier.

“Controllable but required for safety purposes”means a delay,
cancellation or diversionwhich is considered to bewithin the
control of the Carrier butmeans required by law in order to reduce
risk to passenger safety and includes required by safety decisions
madewithin the authority of the pilot of the aircraft or any
decisionmade in accordancewith a safety management
system as defined in subsection 101.01(1) of theCanadian Aviation
Regulations but does not include scheduledmaintenance in
compliancewith legal requirements.

“Convention”means the Convention for the unification of certain
rules relating to international carriage by air, signed atWarsaw,
12 October, 1929, or that convention as amended by theHague
protocol, 1955, or theMontreal Convention signed inMontreal on
28May, 1999, whichevermay be applicable to carriage hereunder.
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“Conjunction Ticket”means a ticket issued to a passenger
concurrentlywith another ticket(s) which together constitute a
single contract of carriage.

“Destination”means the ultimate stopping place according to the
contract of carriage, as shown on the ticket.

“Domestic Transportation”means air transportation between
points in Canada, fromand to the same point in Canada or
between Canada and a point outside Canada that is not in the
territory of another country.

“Fare”means the rate charged to a passenger in respect of a Flight.

“Fare Type” refers to one of the tiered Fares that set forth the
applicable goods and services purchased by the Passenger.

“Fee”, “Charge” or “Surcharge”means the rate charged to a
Passenger, distinct from the Fare, and in respect to either
transportation services or services ancillary to transportation
services. Fees, Charges and Surchargesmay be collected by the
Carrier on its’ own behalf or pursuant to an obligation imposed by
a third party.

“Flight”means themovement of an aircraftwith passengers
and/or goods from the point of take-off at the Origin to a point or
points of landing thereafter, inclusive of the point of landing at the
Destination.

“Flight Coupon”means that portion of the ticketwhich is either
held electronically in the Carrier’s database or on paperwhen a
paper ticket is issued to a passenger. It indicates the particular
points betweenwhich the passenger is entitled to transportation.

“ForceMajeure”meansanyunforeseeable circumstances beyond
theCarrier’s control, the consequences ofwhich couldnot have
beenavoided even if all due carehadbeenexercised including, but
without limitation,meteorological andgeological conditions, acts of
God, strikes, riots, civil commotions, embargoes,wars, hostilities,
disturbances, unsettled international conditions, shortageof fuel or
facilities, or labour disputes, either actual, threatenedor reported.

“Group”means 10ormorepassenger travelling togetheron the
sameFlight fromacommonpointofOrigin toacommonDestination.

“Guardian”means an adult over the age of 18who is travelling
with another passenger under the age of 18 forwhose care and
safety they are responsible.

“Immediate Family”means spouse, parents and grandparents,
children and grandchildren, brothers and sisters,mother in law
and father in law, brothers in law and sisters in law, daughters in
law and sons in law. Adopted and stepmembers are also included
in immediate family.

“Infant”means a passenger under the age of 2 years.

“Interline” refers to travel onmore than one carrier issued on a
single ticket.

“Interline Agreement” refers to an agreement between two or
more carriers to co-ordinate the transportation of passengers
and their Baggage from the Flight of one air carrier to the Flight of
another air carrier (through to the next point of stopover).

“Interline Itinerary”means all Flights reflected on a single Ticket
involvingmultiple air carriers. Only travel on a single Ticket is
subject to the CTA’s approach provided the Origin or the ultimate
Ticketed Destination is a point in Canada.

“Involuntary Refunds”means a refund of an unused ticket or
portion thereof or an unusedmiscellaneous charges order
required in accordancewith this tariff.

“Itinerary/Receipt”means a travel document or documents the
Carrier or its agent issues to the passenger travelling on a ticket.
The itinerary/receipt contains the passenger’s name, flight
information and notices relevant for the journey.This document is
to be retained by the passenger during the entire journey.

“Minor”means a passenger under the age of 18 years on the date
that travel commences.

“Non-Self-reliant”means a personwho is incapable of self-care
during flight.

“OperatingCarrier”means thecarrier thatoperates theactualflight.

“Origin”means the initial starting place of the journey as shown
on the Ticket.

“Overbooking/Oversold” is the result of sellingmore seats than
the available number of seats on a Flight.

“Passenger” or “passenger”means any person, exceptmembers
of the crew, carried or to be carried in an aircraftwith the consent
of the Carrier pursuant to a valid contract of carriage.

“Personwith a Disability”means a personwho, by virtue of a
locomotor, sensory, intellectual, or other impairment, or amental
health condition, requires services or assistance beyond those
normally offered by the Carrier tomeet their disability-related
needs.

“Personal information”means information about an identifiable
individual, but does not include the name, title or business address
or telephone number of an employee of an organization.

“Reservation” is a record, either in paper formor in electronic
form, of the accommodation held by a passenger on a given flight.
The reservationwould specify the date and times of travel, flight
number and the Fare Type to be provided the passenger.
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“Reservations Call Centre”means the call centre office used by
the Carrier to handle telephone calls, emails or socialmedia
messages from the public.

“Routing” establishes the possible points viawhich travelmay
take place for a specific fare.

“Schedule Irregularities”means the following:

• Delays in the scheduled departure or arrival of the Carrier’s
Flight;

• Cancellation of Flight, or omission of a scheduled stop, or;

• Schedule changeswhich require rerouting of a passenger
at departure time of the passenger’s original Flight.

“Self-reliant”means that a person does not require services
related to a disability beyond that normally provided by the
Carrier, or beyond thatwhich applicable rules or regulations
require the Carrier to provide.

“Service Animal”means an animal that is required by a person
with a disability for assistance and is certified, inwriting, as
having been trained by a professional service animal institution
to assist a personwith a disability andwhich is properly
harnessed in accordancewith standards established by a
professional service animal institution.

“Special drawing rights” or “SDR” refer to an international type of
monetary reserve currency created by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1969. It operates as a supplement to
existingmoney reserves ofmember countries. Its value is
adjusted every five years (or earlier if warranted) by the IMF.

“Stopover” is a deliberate interruption of a journey initiated by the
passenger and agreed to in advance by the Carrier at a point
between the place of departure and the place of destination.The
deliberate interruptionmust be for a purpose other than
changing aircraft.

“Tariff”means this Tariff - a schedule of fares, rates, charges or
terms and conditions of carriage applicable to the provision of an
air service and other incidental services.

“Ticket”means either a paper or electronic document issued by
or on behalf of the Carrierwhich includes the passenger’s flight
coupons.The ticket serves as evidence of payment of air fare and
constitutes for the passenger proof of their contract of carriage. It
also has detailed information to ensure proper processing and
handling. In instanceswhere a ticket exists as an electronic
document, the Carrier issues to the passenger, as proof of
purchase, an itinerary/receipt.

“Travel Credit”means credits provided by the Carrier to the
passenger resulting fromnon-refundable Ticket changes,
cancellations, or for other service reasons. Travel Credits are non-
refundable deposits that can be used for a future Flight.

“Unchecked Baggage”means any baggage (carry-on)
accompanying the passenger other than checked baggage.

“Uncontrollable”, when used in reference to an irregular
operation, are those delays and cancellations that are considered
to be outside of the control of the Carrier.These include but are
not limited to: weather, airport facilities, security,medical
diversions or unruly passengers and those specified in theAPPR
Section 10.

“Voluntary Refunds”means a refund of an unused or partially
used Ticket for reasons other than thosementioned under the
definition of an involuntary refund.

“Voucher”means amonetary credit provided either in paper or
electronic format to a passenger thatmay be used toward future
travel services or the provision of incidental services such as
meals, ground transportation, and hotel accommodation.
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Rule 5: Application of Tariff

(A) General
1. This Tariff is applicable to the Domestic

Transportation of passengers and their
accompanying baggage using aircraft operated by
the Carrier.

2. TheCarriermayenter into code-share agreements
with other air carrierswhereby itwillmarket, as its
own, flights operatedby thoseother carriers. In such
cases, this tariff is applicable to the transportation of
passengers and their baggageonall flights operated
byother carriers yetmarketed and sold as theCarrier.

3. Air transportationwill be subject to the rules, rates,
fares and charges published or referred to in this Tariff
in effect on the date onwhich the Ticket is issued.

4. Unless the fare rule governing a specific fare basis
code applicable to the transportation purchased by
the Passenger states otherwise, the general rules
contained in this tariffwill apply.

5. Thecontent of this tariff constitutes the contract
between the Carrier and the passenger. Should there
be a conflict between this tariff and any other
document issued or posted by the Carrier, this tariff
will prevail.

6. With the exception of Officers andDirectors of the
Carrier, no agent, employee or representative of the
Carrier has the authority to alter, modify orwaive
any provisions of this tariff.

7. TheCarrier’s rules, regulations and conditions of
carriage as found in this Tariff are subject to change
without notice.

8. TheCarrierwill be responsible for the furnishing of
transportation only over its own services, including
those services offered via code-share arrangements
where the flight is operated by another carrier.
However, when the Carrier issues a ticket, baggage
check, ormakes any other arrangements for
transportation over the services of any other carrier
(whether or not such transportation is part of a
through service), the Carrier acts only as agent for
such other carrier and the tariff of that other carrier
will apply. Air Northwill assumeno responsibility for
the acts or omissions of such other carrier.

9. International transportationwill be subject to the
rules relating to liability established by, and to all
other provisions of the Convention.TheCarriermay
stipulate that the limits of liability contained in this
tariff are higher than those provided forwithin the
applicable Convention or that there are no limits of
liabilitywhatsoever. In all other instances, tariff rules

which are inconsistentwith any provision of the
Conventionwill, to that extent, be inapplicable to
international transportation.

10. All dollar amounts shownherein are exclusive of
applicable tax(es).

(B) Gratuitous Carriage
Except for the provisions of the Convention, the Carrier
reserves the right to exclude the application of all or any
part of this tariffwith respect to gratuitous carriage as
stated in this tariff.

(C) Air Passenger Protection Regulations
(“APPR”)
1. Theobligations of the carrier under APPR formpart

of this tariff and supersede any incompatible or
inconsistent term and condition of carriage set out in
the tariff to the extent of such inconsistency or
incompatibility, but do not relieve the carrier from
applying terms and conditions of carriage of this
tariff that aremore favourable to the passenger than
the obligations set out in theAPPR.

2. For the purposes of APPR, Air North is considered a
small carrier.

(D) Passenger Recourse
Any compensation offered to passengers is found in this
tariff or is subject to applicable government regulations.

In the case of disputewith the air carrier, passengers
should, as the first recourse, try to resolve any problemby
dealing directlywith the Carrier. If the passenger has
attempted to resolve a complaintwith the Carrier and is
still not satisfied, the passengermay take thematter to
either the Canadian TransportationAgency as the
exclusive jurisdiction for the settlement of complaints
excepting those cases involving injury or death.

(E) Carrier Requirements andRecourse
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein
contained, the Carrier reserves the right to refuse to board
or transport and to remove froman aircraft at any time,
any person or good if such refusal or removal is, in the
Carrier’s reasonable discretion, necessary or desirable for
reasons of the health, comfort or safety of that person,
passengers, the Carrier’s employees or agents, the flight
crew, the aircraft or the safe operation of the aircraft, or is
otherwise necessary or desirable to prevent violation of
any applicable law, regulation or order of any
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governmental authority of those jurisdictionswhere the
aircraft shall be flown from, to or over.

TheCarriermay, in its reasonable discretion, impose
sanctions described in the Tariff, including the imposition
of conditions in respect to future travel or the imposition of
a temporary, indefinite, or permanent travel ban on a
Passenger.

(F) Air Transportation Contract
No passenger shall be entitled to board an aircraft of the
Carrier except on presentation of a valid Boarding Pass
issued pursuant to anAir Transportation Contract, which,
subject to the provisions of this Tariff, shall entitle the
passenger to transportation only between the points of
Origin andDestination specified therein, and in connection
therewith:

A. Reservations forwhich Fares have been paid and an
itinerary issued, shall be binding upon the passenger
and the Carrier; butwill not be valid for boarding or
transportation purposes until the passenger has
secured a Boarding Pass;

B. Reservations, itineraries, and Boarding Passes are
non-transferable;

C. ABoarding Pass shall only be effective for the flight to
which such Boarding Pass relates; and

D. Seat assignments are not guaranteed and are subject
to changewithout notice.

(G) Erroneous Fares
1. Air North reserves the right to cancel reservations

and/or tickets issuedwith an erroneously quoted
fare.

2. An erroneously quoted fare is onewhich the Carrier
has, in good faith,mistakenly published andwhich is
clearly erroneouswhen compared to fares usually
published in the relevant routing.

3. Air North reserves the right to void the purchased
ticket and refund the amount paid by the customer
or, if customer agrees to forego the refund, offer the
customer the ticket at a published fare that should
have been available at time of booking.

4. Air Northwill use reasonable efforts to notify the
customer:

• Within 72 hours after the Carrier becomes aware
of the publishing of an erroneous fare, that all or
any portion of their ticketed itinerary has been
cancelled; or

• At least 24 hours prior to the customer’s
scheduled departure from the point of origin
issued on the ticket, that all or any portion of
their ticketed itinerary has been, if the ticketwas
purchased less than 72 hours before their
scheduled departure from the point of origin.

(H) Unscheduled Diversions
On occasion, because of foreseeable or unforeseen
circumstances (including, but not limited toweather,
equipment, emergencies or airport issues), flightsmay not
land at the airport of intended destination andmay divert
to a suitable alternate airport. Should this occur in a
jurisdiction other than Canada, passengers are advised
that theymay be subject to the laws and regulations of
that jurisdiction and that the Carrier neither assumes or
accepts liability or responsibility to civil or criminal
passenger outcomes.

(I) Route Network
Air North operates a scheduled route networkwhich
includes the following airports:

Current routes available at flyairnorth.com/destinations.

Rule 7: Personal Information

(A) Use of personal information
Thepassenger recognizes that personal informationmust
be provided for purposes ofmaking a flight booking for
carriage obtaining ancillary services, and to be contacted
in relation to the flight booking, if necessary.The
passenger also recognizes that this informationmust be
made available to government agencieswhen needed. For
these purposes, the passenger authorizes the Carrier to
retain such data and to transmit it to third parties as
needed, inwhatever country theymay be located, subject
to the Carrier’s privacy policy.TheCarrier’s privacy policy
may be found on the Carrier’s website.
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• Calgary

• Dawson City

• Edmonton

• Inuvik

• Kelowna

• Old Crow

• Ottawa

• Toronto

• Vancouver

• Victoria

• Whitehorse

• Yellowknife

https://flyairnorth.com/destinations
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Part II – Before Departure

Rule 10: Application of Fares and
Charges

(A) General
Applicable fares are those published by or on behalf of the
Carrier.

Fares and chargeswill apply only to air transportation
between the points named on the ticket. Ground transfer
serviceswill be arranged by the Passenger and at the
Passenger’s own expense and are not subject to the terms
of this tariff.

(B) Fares in Effect
1. Subject to government requirements and this tariff:

a. Theapplicable fare is the fare in effect on the date
which the ticket is issued.

b. No increase in fares and chargeswill be collected
in the event that an increase in fares and charges
occurs, provided:

i. The ticket is issuedwith confirmed
reservations at fares and charges applicable
on the date of ticket issuance for the date of
commencement of travel; and,

ii. Theconfirmed ticketed reservations are not
changed at the passenger’s request. Should
the passenger request a change to the
ticketed reservations then the passengerwill
be obliged to pay the difference in the fares or
be subject to themore restrictive conditions
imposed as a result of the change; and

iii. Sale occurs and the ticket is issued in
Canada.

c. If, afteratickethasbeenissued,adecrease infares
andchargesapplicabletothetransportationcovered
bytheticketbecomeseffective,norefund inwhole
or inpartof theoriginal farewillbepermitted.

(C) Routing
1. Unless otherwise provided in the Carrier’s tariff, fares

apply only to their associated routing. If there ismore
than one routing associatedwith a fare, the
passenger, prior to their ticket being issued,may
specify the routing they prefer. If no routing is
specified, the Carriermay determine the routing.

Rule 15: Taxes, Charges and Fees

(A) General
1. Any tax or charge imposed by government or other

authority, or by the operator of an airport, in respect
of a passenger or the use by a passenger of any
services or facilitieswill be in addition to the
published fares and charges andwill be payable by
the passenger, except as otherwise provided in the
Carrier’s tariff.

2. Taxes imposed by governments are payable by the
passenger and are in addition to the published or
constructed fare.

3. At the time of the ticket purchase, the passengerwill
be advised by the Carrier of all the taxes appearing
on the ticket.

4. Taxeswill be shown separately on the ticket.

5. Theconditions underwhich taxes are imposed,
collected or refunded are established by the taxing
authority (domestic or foreign) and in all caseswill be
respected. As a result, the Carrierwill either collect
newor higher amounts or refund all or a portion of
the tax paid based on the conditions imposed by the
taxing authority.

Rule 20: Methods of Payment

(A) General
The following is a list of payment options accepted by the
Carrier for the payment of tickets and services offered by
the Carrier:

1. Cash in currencies acceptable to the Carrier.

2. Credit card: AmericanExpress®,MasterCard®,VISA®.

3. Bank debit card: Interac®, VISA debit (onlywhere
facilities permit).

4. Valid Carrier issued credit: Gift certificates (offline
only), Travel credit.

Rule 25: Currency of Payment

(A) General
1. All fares and charges are stated in Canadian dollars

for travel commencing in Canada. Based on the
location of fee payment, conversion to Canadian
dollars or to the local currencymay occur.
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Rule 30: Fare Classes
TheCarrier is all Economy classwith different types of fares
available to the passengers to choose fromwith included service
features as illustrated in the chart below:

Rule 35: Capacity Limitations

(A) General
1. A reservation for space on a given flight is valid only

when the availability and allocation of that space is
confirmed by the Carrier and the passenger has paid
the appropriate fare and a ticket has been issued for
that space.

2. On any given flight, the Carriermay limit the number
of passengers carried at any given fare. All fareswill
not necessarily be available on all flights.Thenumber
of seatswhich the Carrier shallmake available on a
given flightwill be determined by the Carrier’s best
judgment as to the anticipated total number of
passengers on each flight.

Rule 40: Reservations
Note: In the case of code-share, the rules applicable to a
passenger’s transportation, and that of their baggage, are
those of the Carrier identified on the passenger’s ticket
and not of the Operating Carrier.

When Fares are combined, themost restrictive class of
service determineswhich Fare rules apply.

(A) General
1. A reservation for space on a given flight is validwhen

the availability and allocation of the space is entered
into the Carrier’s reservation systemand a
confirmation number/code is obtainedwhich
authenticates the reservation.

2. TheCarrierwill only issue a ticket against a valid
reservation. Subject to payment or other satisfactory
arrangement andpassenger compliancewith the
check-in time limits set out inRule 40(F), a ticketwill
be issued to thepassenger by theCarrier or agent of
theCarrier indicating that thepassenger is holding
confirmed space for the flight(s) shownon the ticket.
The ticketwill only apply between thepoints named
on the ticket and theflight coupons that are presented.

3. Carriage of Minors

• Infants –An Infant not occupying a seat and
accompanied by a passenger at least 16 years of
age (lap held infant)will not be charged a Fare,
however theywill be charged any per passenger
third party charges and taxes like airport
improvement fees. Proper documentation is
required for travel and proof of age.

• Accompanied Children - Children are accepted for
transportationwhen accompanied on the same
Flight by a passenger at least 12 years of age.

• UnaccompaniedMinors– see Rule 65.

4. Group Bookings

• To qualify for a group Fare, 10 ormore passengers
must travel together on one Flight and be booked
at the same time.

• TheCarrier requires a deposit of up to$250plus
applicable taxesper passenger at the timeof
booking.This deposit is non-refundable andnon-
creditable in the event of a full cancellation;
however, the deposit is applicable to final payment.

• Payment in full is required for all group bookings
30 days before departure.

• Names of all individual passengers in the group
must be provided no later than seven days prior
to the departure fromorigin.

• Name changesmadewithin 24 hours before
departuremay be assessed for an applicable
change fee per name changed.

• TheCarrierwill complete a full refund to the
original formof payment if the Reservation is
canceledwithin 24 hours of the date of purchase
for bookings andwhere the departure date is
more than seven days in the future.

GoYukon Optimum

Standard food
and beverages Included Included

Complimentarypremium
beverage Not included Not included

Advance standardseat
selection* Up to $50 Included

Advance premium seat
selection* Up to $50 Up to $50

Advance boarding Not available Not included

* Plus fare difference and applicable fees and taxes.
** Base fare for all classes and routes available by contacting Air North Reservations.
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• For full group booking rules, contact the Carrier’s
groups department.

(B) Seat Assignment
1. TheCarrier does not guarantee the assignment of

any particular space on the aircraft.

Advance seat selection
2. Thepassengermay pre-select a seatwhen booking a

fare or after the ticket has been issued up to two
hours prior to scheduled departure. However, a fee
may be assessed if it is a condition of the fare
purchased, with the following exception: a Person
with a Disabilitywho requires a seat tomeet a
disability-related need shall not be charged a seat
selection fee.The advance seat selection feewill be
charged per passenger and per eachway of travel
andwill be applied as follows:

a. Applicable Fees for travel within Canada up to
$50 plus applicable taxes; and

b. Seat selection fees are non-refundable unless the
Carriermustmove the passenger from their pre-
paid, pre-selected seat due to an involuntary
schedule or airport change or due to safety or
operational reasons.

3. Some seatswill be unavailable due to operational
requirements and at the sole discretion of the Carrier.

4. Advance seat selectionmay not be available through
someReservation channels and on select routes.

5. Advance seat selection is not guaranteed andmaybe
subject to change based on operational requirements.

6. APassengerwith a Disability requiring specific
seatingmay request a seat by contacting the
Carrier’s Reservations Call Centre.

The seat fee for the Passengerwith a Disability, and
their attendant if required, will bewaived.

Children under 14 years of age
7. If a passengerwishes to pre-select particular seats

for themselves and a child, or change the seats
assigned to themby the carrier, the carrierwill
charge the applicable fee for each seat, as set out in
this tariff

a. In order to facilitate the assignment of a seat to a
childwho is under the age of 14 years in close
proximity to a parent, guardian or tutor in
accordancewith Rule 40(b)7(b), the carrierwill, at
no additional charge

i. assign a seat before check-in to the child
that is in close proximity to their parent,
guardian or tutor; or

ii. Will:

1. advise passengers before check-in that
the carrierwill facilitate seat assignment
of children in close proximity to a parent,
guardian or tutor at no additional charge
at the time of check-in or at the
boarding gate,

2. assign seats at the time of check-in, if
possible,

3. if it is not possible to assign seats at the
time of check-in, ask for volunteers to
change seats at the time of boarding, and

4. if it is not possible to assign seats at the
time of check-in and no passenger has
volunteered to change seats at the time
of boarding, ask again for volunteers to
change seats before take-off.

b. Thecarrierwill facilitate the assignment of a seat
to a childwho is under the age of 14 years by
offering, at no additional charge,

i. in the case of a childwho is four years of age
or younger, a seat that is adjacent to their
parent, guardian or tutor’s seat;

ii. in the case of a childwho is 5 to 11 years of
age, a seat that is in the same rowas their
parent, guardian or tutor’s seat, and that is
separated from that parent, guardian or
tutor’s seat by nomore than one seat; and

iii. in the case of a childwho is 12 or 13 years of
age, a seat that is in a row that is separated
from the rowof their parent, guardian or
tutor’s seat by nomore than one row.

c. If a passenger is assigned a seat in accordance
with Rule 40(b)7(b) that is in a lower class of
service than their ticket provides, the carrier
must reimburse the price difference between the
classes of service, but if the passenger chooses a
seat that is in a higher class of service than their
ticket provides, the carriermay request
supplementary payment representing the price
difference between the classes of service.

d. If the Carrier has followed all the steps and is still
unable to arrange seatswithin the required
distance of each other, the Carrierwill talk to the
affected passengers about their options.The
passenger options are:

i. may choose to sit farther apart, or

ii. decide not take the flight at all.

If the passengers choose not to take the flight, the
Carrierwill provide other reasonable alternatives
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including: booking the passenger(s) appropriate
seats on another flight at no extra charge, or
cancelling their flight and providing a refund.

TheCarrierwill not force another passenger to
change seats or leave the flight in order to seat a child
and accompanying passenger together.

Despite reasonable efforts by the Carrier, if an adult
and a child under 14 cannot be seated in close
proximity, and the passenger and childwish to
continue their journeywithout said accommodation,
a flight attendantwill provide the child under 14with
anUnaccompaniedMinor briefing.

Changes and cancellations to an advance seat
selection

8. Where a passenger hasmade an advance seat
selection and has paid the applicable fee, and there
are changes or cancellationsmade to a Reservation:

a. Changes to a seat selection on a Reservationwill
not incur a change fee.

b. Theaddition of a seat selection on a Reservation
will not incur a change fee.

c. TheCarrier reserves the right to cancel or change
the selected seat(s) on any segment(s) forwhich
fees have been paid, at any time, for any reason,
without notice to any Passengers affected
thereby. Seat Selection fees paid shall be
reimbursed in case of involuntary seat change.

(C) Cancellation and Changes of
Reservations

By the Passenger
1. Apassengermay cancel or change a reservation up

to two hours before the scheduled departure time of
the flight, subject to applicable fee as outlined in the
following chart:

2. Passengers changing a reservation:

• to a higher fare product or flight shall, in addition
to the change fee, pay the difference in fare.

• to a lower fare product or flight, the applicable
change feewill apply, and any remaining
difference:

• If booked directly through the Carrier shall
be placed in a Travel Credit Account or
refunded according to the Fare Type
purchased. Travel credits are valid for one
year from the original date of purchase.

• If bookedwith a third party, the fundsmay
be forfeited subject to that third party’s
terms and conditions.

3. Passengers cancelling a reservation:

• will receive a refund to the original formof
payment for cancellationsmadewithin 24 hours
of the original date of purchase.

• will be charged a fee as per the chart under Rule
40 (C) 1 and the unused ticket amountwill be held
in the Travel Credit Account for cancelations
made after 24 hours of booking. Travel Credits are
valid for one year from the original date of
purchase.

By the Carrier
4. TheCarrierwill cancel reservations of any passenger:

a. to complywith any government regulations; or,

b. to complywith any government request for
emergency transportation; or,

c. due to anUncontrollable irregular operation,
including but not limited to, events of Force
Majeure, in accordancewith Rule 90: Schedule
Irregularities, or

d. when the Passenger has failed tomeet check-in
requirements.

GoYukon Optimum

Flight change $80* $25*

Cancellation fee $80** $25**

Refundability Non-refundable 24 hours
after booking

No show fee Forfeit of full value of ticket

* Plus fare difference and applicable fees and taxes.
** Plus applicable tax.
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Early show
5. Subject to availability, Passengerswishing to change

to an earlier Flight to the sameDestination on the
same day of travelmustmake their request at the
Origin airport on the same day of travel.The following
change fees shall apply:

(D) Passenger’s Responsibility
ThePassengermust arrive at the airportwith sufficient
time to complete check-in, government formalities,
security clearance and the departure processwhile
meeting the time limits detailed in Rule 40(F). Flightswill
not be delayed for passengerswho have not completed
any of these pre-boarding requirements.Thiswill be
considered a no showby the Carrier.

TheCarrierwill not be liable for loss or expense due to the
passenger’s failure to complywith this provision. Any
amounts paid for the Ticket, including Fare, Fee, Charge,
Surcharge, and Tax paid by a passenger or passengers are
forfeited in the event the passenger(s) fail(s) to showup for
a Flight.

(E) Failure to Occupy Seat
If the passenger does not occupy spacewhich has been
reserved by/for the passenger and the Carrier is not
notified of the cancellation of such reservation up to and
until the scheduled departure of that particular flight, the
Carriermay cancel all continuing or return reservations
held by the passenger andwill not be liable for doing so
other than to refund the passenger’s ticket in accordance
with the applicable fare rule andRule 125(C), Voluntary
Refunds.

(F) Check-in Time Limits

Note: It is recommended that thePassenger provide the
Carrierwith a point of contact (email address and telephone
number) in case theCarriermust communicate with the
Passenger prior to thePassenger’s departure or at any
point during thePassenger’s itinerary. An email address is
required from the passenger to receive direct electronic
communications during a delay, cancellation or denied
boarding event as required by theAPPR.TheCarrier shall
make a reasonable effort to inform its Passengers of any
delays, cancellations or schedule changes.

1. Checked Baggage is accepted until the Check-in Cut-
Off Time for the Flight.

2. Passengers travellingwith a pet should check in 30
minutes before the recommended check-in times.

3. Passengers travellingwith oversized or overweight
Baggagemust check in 30minutes before the
Check-in Cut-Off Time listed above.

4. It is recommended that Passengers be at the
departure boarding area at least 30minutes before
the scheduled time of departure.

5. Thecheck-in countermay not be open until two
hours before departure at some locations. A list of
locations and their check-in times is available on the
Carrier’s website.

6. If the Passenger fails tomeet the time limits specified
in the above chart, the Carriermay reassign any pre-
reserved seat and/or cancel the reservation of the
passenger and the Carriermay not be able to
transport the passenger’s baggage.TheCarrier is not
liable to the passenger for loss or expense due to the
passenger’s failure to complywith this provision.

Note: In the case of code-share, passengers are advised
that the reservations rules applicable to their
transportation are those of the Carrier identified on your
ticket and not of the Operating Carrier.

Recommended
check-in time*

Check-in/
baggage-
drop-off
cut-off*

Boarding gate
cut-off*

Flightswith
security screening 90minutes 45minutes 15minutes

Flightswithout
security
screening**

60minutes 30minutes 15minutes

* Prior to scheduled departure time.
** Passengers uncertain aboutwhether their flight will receive security screening

are directed to follow the times required for flightswith security screening.

Fare class Fee

GoYukon $100 + applicable tax

Optimum $0 + applicable tax
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Rule 45: Stopovers

(A) General
Stopoverswill be permitted under the following conditions:

1. Stopoversmust be arrangedwith the Carrier in
advance and specified on the ticket.

2. Specific fare rulesmaynotpermit stopoversor limit the
numberof stopoversallowedor theremaybean
additional charge for stopoversbasedonthe fare
purchasedbythepassenger.Refer to the ruleapplicable
to the fare inquestion for further information.

3. If a portion of a journey is travelled by surface
transportation, a stopoverwill be deemed to have
taken place for such transportation.

4. Adeliberate interruption of a journey formore than
four hourswill constitute a stopover.

Rule 54: Interline Baggage
Acceptance

(A) Applicability
This rule is applicable to all interline itineraries issued on a
single ticketwhose origin or ultimate ticketed destination
is in Canada.

It establishes how the Carrierwill determinewhich
carrier’s baggage rules apply to any passenger’s entire
interline itinerary.

(B) General
For the purposes of interline baggage acceptance:

i. the carrierwhose designator code is identified on the
first segment of the passenger’s interline ticketwill
be known as the selecting carrier.

ii. any carrierwho is identified as providing interline
transportation to the passenger by virtue of the
passenger’s ticketwill be known as a participating
carrier.

(C) Baggage Rule Determination by
Selecting Carrier

Checked baggage
TheCarrierwill apply theMost Significant Carrier rules, as
determined by IATAResolution 302 and conditioned by the
Canadian TransportationAgency, in order for that carrier’s

baggage rules, as established in its tariff, to apply to the
entire interline itinerary.

The carrier identified by thismeanswill be known as the
selected carrier.

Carry-on baggage
EachOperating Carrier’s carry-on baggage allowanceswill
apply to each flight segment in an interline itinerary.
Notwithstanding, the carry-on baggage charges thatwill
apply to the entire interline itinerarywill be those of the
selected carrier.

Passenger’s special status
Thebaggage rules set out in the selected carrier’s tariff at
the beginning of a passenger’s itinerarywill determine
what entitlements the passenger is eligible for.

Stopovers
Thebaggage rules set out in the selectedcarrier’s tariffat the
beginningof apassenger’s itinerarywill determinewhether
apassenger’s baggageallowanceandchargesmaybe
appliedat eachcheckedpoint orwhether it is theCarrier’s
policy toapply thechargesonlyone time ineachdirection.

Embargoes
Embargoes applicable to anyOperating Carrier
participating in an interline itinerarywill be taken into
accountwhen determining the baggage allowances and
charges that apply to the passenger’s travel.

Transportation of special items
Likewise, theremaybecertain circumstanceswhichprevent
or in somemanneradverselyaffect the transport of baggage
onan itinerarye.g. oversizedoroverweightbaggage, suchas,
surfboardsorpets, bicycles, etc. In thesecases, any
participatingcarrier in apassenger’s interline itinerarymay
apply these restrictions to thepassenger’s travel.

(D) Baggage Rule Application by
Participating Carrier
Where the Carrier is not the selected carrier on an interline
itinerary but is a participating carrier that is providing
transportation to the passenger based on the ticket issued,
the Carrierwill apply as its own the baggage rules of the
selected carrier throughout the interline itinerary.
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(E) Disclosure of Baggage Rules

Summary Page at the end of an Online Purchase and E-
Ticket Disclosure
1. Baggage rules provisions related to a passenger’s

first and second checked bag and the passenger’s
carry-on baggagewill be set out in the E-Ticket the
Carrier issues to the passenger upon purchase of a
Flight.The E-Ticketwill contain baggage information
relevant to the passenger itinerary as set out in Rule
54(E)2.The disclosed informationwill reflect the
baggage rules of the selected carrier

2. TheCarrierwill disclose the following information:

a. name of the Carrierwhose baggage rules apply;

b. passenger’s free baggage allowance and/or
applicable fees;

c. size andweight limits of the bags, if applicable;

d. terms or conditions thatwould alter or impact a
passenger’s standard baggage allowances and
charges (e.g. frequent flyer status, early check-in,
pre-purchasing baggage allowanceswith a
particular credit card);

e. existence of any embargoes thatmay be
applicable to the passenger’s itinerary; and,

f. application of baggage allowances and charges
(i.e., whether they are applied once per direction
or if they are applicable at each stopover point).

3. TheCarrierwill provide this information in text
format on the passenger’s e-ticket confirmation. Any
fee information provided for carry-on bags and the
first and second checked bagwill be expressed as
specific charges (i.e., not a range).

Website Disclosure
TheCarrier discloses on itswebsite a complete and
comprehensive summary of all of the Carrier’s own
Baggage Rules, including information concerning:

A. Themaximumweight and dimensions of Passenger
Baggage, if applicable, both checked and unchecked;

B. Thenumber of checked and unchecked Passenger
Baggage that can be transported and the applicable
charges;

C. Excess and oversized Baggage charges;

D. Charges related to check in, collection and delivery of
checked Baggage;

E. Acceptance and charges related to special items, e.g.
snowboards, skis, pets, bicycles, etc.;

F. Baggage provisions related to prohibited or
unacceptable items, including embargoes;

G. Terms or conditions thatwould alter or impact the
Baggage allowances and charges applicable to
passengers (e.g. frequent flyer status, early check in,
pre-purchasing baggage allowanceswith a particular
credit card); and,

H. Other rules governing treatment of Baggage at
stopover points, including passengers subject to
special baggage allowances or charges, etc.

Rule 55: Baggage Acceptance

(A) Applicability
This rule applies to transportation of baggage and interline
transportation of baggagewhere the Carrier is selected to
apply its ownbaggage rules to an entire interline itinerary.
TheCarrierwill only transport goods to theDestination of
the Flight. All CheckedBaggagemust have aBaggage
Identification Tag. All UncheckedBaggage should have a tag
with thePassenger’s name, address and telephonenumber.

A particular piece of Baggage, Checked or Unchecked, will
not be considered to be the property ofmore than one
person. Unchecked Baggage, including personal items, will
be considered to be property of the Passengerwho is in
possession of the Baggage at the time of embarkation.

(B) General Conditions of Acceptance of
Checked andUnchecked Baggage
TheCarrier reserves the right to refuse to board or
transport any goodswhich, in the Carrier’s sole discretion,
are not appropriately packaged for Flight orwhich are
otherwise unsuitable for Flight for any reason, including
theweight, size or character of the good or to otherwise
prohibit the use of such good on the aircraft.

TheCarrier does not provide ameans of insuring baggage
in excess of the liability limit specified in Rule 120(B)4.c.
Passengers tendering baggagewith a value in excess of
this do so at their own risk. If the passenger accepts this
liability, the Carrier recommends obtaining supplemental
insurance.

TheCarrierwill usually accept for transportation as
baggage, any good that is necessary or appropriate for the
wear, use, comfort, or convenience of the passenger for
the purpose of the trip, subject to the following:

1. Checked Baggage

a. Once the Carrier takes possession of the
passenger’s checked baggage, the Carrierwill
issue a Baggage Identification Tag for each piece
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of checked baggage. A portion of this tagwill be
provided to the passenger and each bagwill be
affixedwith the corresponding remaining portion
of the tag.

• Checked baggagewill be carried on the same
aircraft as the passenger unless the baggage
is delayed or the Carrier decides that it is
impractical to carry the baggage on the same
aircraft. In case of delay, the Carrierwill take
necessary steps to inform the passenger on
the status of the baggage and arrange to
deliver the baggage to the passenger as soon
as possible unless applicable laws require the
presence of the passenger for customs
clearance.

• For lap-held Infants, the Carrier permits up
to two pieces of Infant equipment (for
example, an approved Infant restraint
system, playpen, or stroller). For a child or an
Infant in a confirmed seat, the Carrierwill
permit the free Checked Baggage of one
piece of child/Infant equipment (for
example, an approved child restraint system,
playpen or stroller).

• Thecarriage of all goods is subject to the
space andweight limitations of the aircraft
and the Carrier’s per Passenger Unchecked
policy and Checked Baggage policy under
the provisions of the Carrier’s Operations
and ProceduresManual.

• Items not accepted as baggagemay be
accepted as cargo. In this instance, standard
cargo rateswill apply.

Checked baggage allowances and fees:

b. Baggage Allowances for Military Personnel

Members of the Canadianmilitary are entitled to
a special baggage allowance of up to four pieces
of checked baggage, eachweighing up to 32 kg
(70 lb) eachwith the presentation ofmilitary
identification to Air North check-in counter
personnel. Only the individual identified on the ID
is entitled to this special allowance.follows to
benefit from this enhanced baggage allowance.
Oversize feeswill bewaived as long as the item
does not exceedmaximumdimensions (greater
than 203 cm in length +width + height).

Checked Baggage Allowances

Boeing 737 ATR 42

Typically applies to
flights between*

Calgary
Dawson City
Edmonton
Kelowna
Victoria
Ottawa
Toronto

Vancouver
Whitehorse
Yellowknife

Dawson City
Inuvik
Old Crow
Vancouver
Whitehorse

Includedwith fare
Standard piece count, weight and dimension limits.

Dimensionsperpiece** Length +width + height tomaximumof 157 cm

Piecespermitted 2 2
Maximumweight
perpiece 23 kg 20 kg

Fees and restrictions for excess pieces,
overweight and oversize items
Excess, overweight and oversize baggage is accepted based upon available space and
aircraft operational requirements.The limits and charges listed belowwill apply.

Oversizebaggage $40 per piece. Maximum two pieces.

Excessbaggage $40 per piece. Maximum two pieces.

Overweightbaggage $40 per piece. Maximum two pieces
up to 32 kg each.

Combinedexcess

An item of baggage that exceeds the baggage
allowance, and/or is oversize and/or is overweight
will be subject to all applicable fees to amaximumof
$80.

* Aircraft type is identified on the passenger’s itinerary.
** Items between 157 cm and 203 cmwill be considered oversize and charged oversize fees.

Itemswith sizing greater than 203 cm (length +width + height) will not be accepted and
can be sent via Air North Cargo.
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2. Unchecked Baggage (Carry-on baggage)

a. Unchecked baggagemust bewithin the Carrier’s
size andweight limits to be taken onboard the
aircraft. Itemsmay not exceed the requirements
in the following table:

b. Unchecked baggagemust fit and be stored under
the seat located in front of the passenger or in the
enclosed storage compartment in the passenger
cabin of the aircraft.

c. In the interest of Passenger safetywithin the
cabin, the Carrier, in its sole discretion,may check
anyUnchecked (Unchecked) Baggage for any or
no reason.

d. Passengers should contact the Carrier or review
itswebsite formore information aboutwhich
objects are not suitable for carriage as Checked
Baggage andwill only be accepted for
transportation in the Passenger cabin of the
aircraft upon prior agreementwith the Carrier.

3. Sporting Equipment

Sporting equipment identified above is accepted as
standard items of baggage.Multi-piece equipment
must be packed in a single bag that does not exceed
theweight or size limits identified in Rule 55(1)a.

Canoes and kayaks are accepted on a space available
basis only and should be pre-registered at time of
booking.

Bicyclesmust be prepared for travel and packed in a
hard-sided case or box. Acceptance is on a space-
available basis andwill be refused by anAir North
agent if they deem the item is not suitably packaged.

4. Canoes and Kayaks
Canoes and kayaks count as one piece of baggage,
are accepted on a space available basis, andmust be
pre-registered at time of booking.

• Maximumdimensions: 300 cm (116 in) long x 45
cm (18 in)wide x 76 cm (29 in) tall

• Maximumweight: 23 kg (50 lbs)

Canoes and kayaks exceeding the limits abovemust
be shipped as cargo. Cargo rateswill apply.

5. Special Items
Some restrictions apply for the transport of Baggage
on an itinerary e.g. oversized or overweight Baggage,
such as, surfboards or animals, bicycles, etc. In these
cases, any Participating Carrier in a Passenger’s
interline itinerarymay apply these restrictions to the
Passenger’s travel based on that carrier’s Tariffs.

6. Musical Instruments
Provided it is safe to do so, the Carriermay accept
properly packagedmusical instruments as either
checked baggage or carry-on baggage - depending
on the instrument’sweight and dimensions.

Item Fee

Bicycles $52.50 - $56.50 incl. applicable tax

Fishing rods

Oversize and overweight fee exempt

Football equipment

Golf clubs

Hockey, ringette or
lacrosse equipment

Skis / Snowboard

Carry-on Baggage Allowances

Boeing 737 ATR 42

Typically applies to
flights between*

Calgary
Dawson City
Edmonton
Kelowna
Victoria
Ottawa
Toronto

Vancouver
Whitehorse
Yellowknife

Dawson City
Inuvik
Old Crow
Vancouver
Whitehorse

Piecespermitted
2

(one carry-on bag
and one personal item)

2

Maximumcombined
weight 10 kg

Maximumsize Carry-on bag
54 x 22 x 38 cm

38 x 22 x 28 cm
Personal item
15 x 41 x 33 cm

Maximumkennel
size See Rule 75(C)

* Aircraft type is identified on the passenger’s itinerary.
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Carry-on:
Smallmusical instrumentsmay be permitted as
carry-on baggage allowance provided that:

• Itmeets the Carrier’s current carry-on size and
weight requirements outlined in Rule 55(2)a.

• It fits under the seat in front or the overhead bin.

Cabin storage is limited and offered as-available. As
such, the Carrier cannot guarantee that amusical
instrument can be accommodated on board.

If there isnospaceavailable in thecabin tosecurelystore
themusical instrument,or ifdeemedrequiredbyairline
staff, themusical instrumentmayneedtobecheckedat
thegateandtransportedascheckedbaggage.

Amusical instrument counts as one piece of carry-
on luggage.

In case they need to be checked, instrumentsmust
always be packaged in a rigid/hard shell container
designed to transport such items.

Checked Baggage:
If musical instruments are checked in separately, the
instrument counts as one piece of Baggage towards
themaximumnumber of checked bags allowed by
fare type. If a passenger’s Baggage count (musical
instrument plus number of other bags to be checked)
exceeds themaximumnumber of items allowed by
fare type, additional checked baggage chargeswill
apply. If themusical instrumentweighsmore than 23
kg, overweight baggage chargeswill apply.The
maximumweight ofmusical instruments the Carrier
can carry is 32 kg. Amusical instrument cannot
exceed a combined length +width + height
dimension of 157 cm.Musical instrumentsmust
always be packaged in a rigid/hard shell container
designed to ship such items. For string instruments,
passengers are responsible for ensuring that the
strings are loosened so that tension is reduced on the
top and neck of the instrument.

In the event of aircraft substitution preventing the
transportation of amusical instrument in the cabin,
the Carrierwill use reasonable efforts to gate-check
the instrument. If unable, the itemwill be returned to
the passenger.

(C) Collection andDelivery of Baggage
1. Only the passengerwhowas given a Baggage

Identification Tagwhen the Carrier took possession
of the baggage is entitled to accept delivery of the
baggage.

2. If the passenger claiming the checked baggage is
unable to produce the passenger’s portion of the
Baggage Identification Tag and identify the baggage
bymeans of its Baggage Identification Tag, the
Carriermust receive satisfactory proof that the
baggage belongs to the passenger in question before
delivering the baggage to the passenger.

3. Acceptance of the baggagewithout complaint, within
the time limits stipulated, by the passenger in
possession of the Baggage Identification Tag is
evidence that the Carrier delivered the baggage in
good condition and in accordancewith this tariff.

(D) Excess Baggage
At theCarrier’s solediscretion,Baggage inexcessof the free
baggageallowancemaybeacceptedbytheCarrierupon
paymentof theapplicablecharge.Thecharge for theexcess
baggage ispayableprior todepartureat thepointof check-in.

Note: In the case of code-share, passengers are advised
that the baggage rules applicable to their transportation
are those of the Carrier identified on your ticket and not of
the Operating Carrier.

(F) ItemsUnacceptable as Baggage
The following items are unacceptable as baggage andwill
not be transported by the Carrier:

1. Itemswhich are forbidden to be carried by the
applicable laws, regulations, or orders of any country
to be flown from, to, or over.

2. Itemswhich are likely to endanger the aircraft or
persons or property on board the aircraft.These
unacceptable items are specified in the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous
Goods byAir and the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) Dangerous Goods Regulations.

3. Items, which in the Carrier’s opinion, are unsuitable
for carriage because of their weight, size or character,
for example, fragile or perishable items.

4. Live animals except as provided in Rule 75,
Acceptance of Animals (Service Animals and Pets).

5. Firearms and ammunition other than for hunting or
sporting purposes are prohibited from carriage as
baggage. Firearms and ammunition for hunting and
sporting purposeswill be accepted as checked
baggage provided the firearms are not loaded, the
safety catch is in the “on” position and the firearms
are suitably packed.The carriage of ammunition is
subject to the ICAO and IATA regulations in Rule
55(F)2.
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6. Thepassenger shall not include in the checked
baggage fragile or perishable items,money, jewelry,
preciousmetals, silverware, negotiable papers,
securities or other valuables, business documents,
samples, passports and other identification
documents.

7. Any other items deemed by the Carrier to be
unacceptable from time to time.

TheCarrier reserves the right to refuse to board or
transport any goods, or to remove goods from the aircraft,
if such refusal or removal is, in the Carrier’s sole discretion,
necessary or desirable for reasons of the health or safety
of the Passengers, theAir Crew, or the aircraft, or is
otherwise necessary or desirable to prevent violation of
any applicable law, regulation or order of any
governmental authority of those jurisdictionswhere the
aircraft shall be flown from, to or over, or if the goods are
inadequately or improperly packed.

(G) Right to Refuse Carriage of Baggage
1. TheCarrierwill refuse to carry as checked baggage

any bag that the Carrier has discovered to contain
any unacceptable item identified in Rule 55(F) and
when the passenger fails to provide the Carrierwith
prior notice that theywish to carry such an item in
their baggage.

2. TheCarrierwill, at its sole discretion, refuse to carry
any baggage because of its size, shape, weight or
character.

3. TheCarriermay carry on later flights baggagewhich
is in excess of the free baggage allowance.

4. TheCarrierwill refuse to carry checked baggage if it
determines that the baggage has not been properly
and securely packed in suitable suitcases or
containers.

(H) Right of Search
TheCarriermay request the passenger to permit a search
to be conducted of their person and baggage. If a
passenger refuses to complywith a request for search, the
Carriermay refuse to carry the passenger and/or the
passenger’s baggage.TheCarriermay also search baggage
at any time in the passenger’s absence.The purpose of any
search is to ensure aircraft and passenger safety, security
and to determinewhether the passenger is in possession
of or the baggage contains items identified in Rule 55(F).

If an itemor bag has been found not to be acceptable for air
travel under this rule and the flight has not departed, the
passengerwill be informed that the baggagewill not be

transported and the Carrierwill be returning the itemor
bag back into the care of the passenger. As the baggage
will not have been transported by air, no liabilitywill attach
to the Carrier as a consequence. If the passenger refuses to
travel without having an itemor bag accompany them that
the Carrier has rejected, the passengerwill be deemed to
have no-showed their reservation and the applicable
remedywill be applied based on the class or fare of the
ticket.
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Part III – At the Airport/
During Travel

Rule 60: Acceptance of Children for
Travel

(A) General
1. Infants and children under five years of age,

accompanied in the same cabin by a passenger 16
years of age or older, will be accepted for
transportation.

2. Persons entrustedwith the care of Infants and
childrenmust be capable of discharging this duty.

Infants
1. Infants do not require a seat but require a Ticket. If the

Infant does not occupy a seat, then the Infantmust
be held on the lap of an accompanying passenger
who is 16 years of age or older.

2. Only one Infantmay be held in the lap of an
accompanying passenger capable of discharging this
duty. Additional restrictionsmay apply depending
upon the type of aircraft.

3. No single passenger shall be responsible formore
than one Infantwhether the Infant is held on the lap
of an accompanying passenger or a seat has been
purchased for the Infant and the Infant is secured in
an approved child restraint system (car seat).

4. An Infantwhowill reach their second birthday during
the continuing/return flight(s) will require a seat and
must pay the applicable fare for the continuing/
return flight(s).

5. Infants occupying a seatmust be properly secured in
a Transport Canada or United States Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) approved child restraint device.

Children
1. Children, two years of age or older,must be ticketed

and assigned a seat.

2. Children, 12 years of age or older, will be able to travel
unaccompaniedwithout supervision.

3. Minors, 16 years of age or older,may accompany
Infants and children under 12 years of age andwill be
seated in accordancewith theAPPR.

(B) Acceptance of Infants and Children

For travel within Canada

Note: In the case of code-share, passengers are advised
that the acceptance of children rules applicable to their
transportation are those of the carrier identified on your
ticket and not of the Operating Carrier.

(C) Documentation
1. For travel within Canada, passengers under 18 years

of age are recommended to carry identification such
as a passport; an original birth certificate or a non-
government ID, e.g. student card, provincial/
territorial health care card

2. In addition to the above, the Carriermay require
presentation of the following documentswhen
children are accompanied by an adult:

a. Documents establishing legal custody;

b. Parental consent letter authorizing travel;

c. Death certificate if one parent is deceased;

d. Any other documentation required by the
country of destination.

Age Accepted Conditions

Under
2 years
(Infant)

Yes

Only one Infant is permitted per
accompanying passenger.The Infantmay
travel free of chargewhen the Infant is held
on an accompanying passenger’s lap.

The accompanying passengermust be 16
years of age or older and capable of
discharging the duty.

An Infant for whom a seat is purchasedmust
be properly secured in an approved child
restraint device andwill be assessed the
applicable fare.

2–11
years
(Child)

Yes

These passengers are considered to be a
Child for the purpose of air travel andwill pay
the applicable child’s fare if available.

These passengersmust be either
accompanied by a passenger of 16 years of
age or older or use the Carrier’s
unaccompaniedminor services. (See Rule
65, UnaccompaniedMinors)

The use of an approved child restraint device
is optional for children age two and up.

12
years
and
older

Yes

Adult fare applies. Passengers in this age
group are eligible to travel unaccompanied
and unsupervised.

These passengers are eligible to travel
unaccompanied and unsupervised.

* Subject to scheduled departure time
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Rule 65: Unaccompanied Minors
Note: In the case of code-share, passengers are advised
that the unaccompaniedminor rules applicable to their
transportation are those of the carrier identified on your
ticket and not of the carrier operating the flight.

(A) General
1. For purposes of this rule, “guardian” is any adult/

parent having responsibility over thewelfare of a
Minor.

2. TheCarrier offers a supervision service called the
UnaccompaniedMinor Service (UMService) for all
minorswho have achieved theminimumage.This
service is eithermandatory or optional, depending
upon the age of theminor.

(B) Age Restrictions
1. Minors under five years of age are not eligible to use

theUMService andmust always be accompanied by
a person aged 16 or olderwhen travelling.The
accompanying passengermust occupy a seat in the
same cabin as theMinor.

2. Minors aged between five and 11 years of agemay
only travel unaccompanied if they are using theUM
Service, outlined below.

3. Minors, fromage 12 up to amaximumof 17 years of
age, can also use theUMService at the request of
their guardian. Please note, however, that if a
guardian requests the UMService for aminor
between these ages, all travel restrictions applicable
to the UMServicewill apply.

(C) Travel Restrictions
1. TheUMService is available on:

a. non-stop flights; or

b. direct flights (a direct flightmakes a stop but
there is no change of aircraft);

2. TheUMService is not available forminors under the
age of 12where transport on any portion of Flights
operated by one of the Carrier’s Code-share or
interline partners.

3. TheCarrier accepts amaximumof fourminors for the
UMService per Flight, and in the event of situations
wheremore than fourminors are scheduled to travel,
the Carriermay, in its sole discretion, re-
accommodate the lastminor(s) booked for theUM
Program to the next available Flight.

4. Unaccompaniedminors are not permitted to travel
with a pet either as carry-on or checked baggage.

(D) Fares and Charges
1. Unaccompaniedminors travelling on theUMService

provided by the Carrierwill be subject to the
applicable Fare.

2. Anon-refundable charge of $50 perminor plus
applicable taxes, in each direction, will be applied for
using theUMService.

(E) Conditions of Application for
Unaccompanied Travel
1. Arrangements and registration for the UMService

should bemade at least 24 hours prior to departure.
TheCarrierwill make reasonable efforts to
accommodate requests notmadewithin this time
limit. Registration for the UMServicemust bemade
at least 90minutes prior to departure.

2. Theminormust be brought to the airport of
departure by a guardianwho remainswith theminor
until the Carrier starts providing supervision.The
guardian and theUnaccompaniedMinormust have
government issued photo identification.TheGuardian
will complete all the required documentswhich
include providing the Carrierwith satisfactory
evidence that theminorwill bemet at the airport of
arrival by another Guardian, whether a parent or
other responsible adult.TheGuardianwhowill be
meeting the unaccompaniedminor at the airport of
arrivalmust have Government issued photo
identificationwhichwill allow the Carrier personnel
to identify this person as the appropriate person
designated tomeet theminor.

3. Theguardianwill be required to remain at the airport
of departure for 15minutes after the aircraft has
departed.

4. In case of emergency, the guardianmust provide the
Carrierwith the name and phone number of a person
who can be contacted during the time theminor is in
the Carrier’s care.

5. Unaccompaniedminors aged five through 11 years
oldwill not be accepted if the flight onwhich the
minor holds a reservation is expected to terminate
short of or bypass theminor’s destination.

6. Once theminor is under the Carrier’s care, theminor
will be provided supervision by the Carrier until they
aremet at destination by a guardianwho can confirm
to Carrier personnel bymeans of Government issued
photo identification that they are the person(s)
designated tomeet theminor.
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7. Confirmed reservationsmust be booked for
unaccompaniedminors. Standby travel is not
permitted.

8. Aminormay not be accepted for the UMService
where they have previously caused an onboard issue,
for reasons including but not limited to behavioural,
emotional ormedical, where intervention by theAir
Crewor a diversion resulted.

9. Aminorwith amedical condition or aminorwith a
disabilitymay not be accepted for unaccompanied
travel. Medical clearancemay be required for anyUM
Service to be offered to aminorwith amedical
condition or a disability.

Note: For provisions related toMedical Clearance, refer to
Rule 71(C).

(F) Carrier’s Limited Responsibility
With the exception of the service specifically provided to
an unaccompaniedminor in this rule, the Carrierwill not
assume any financial or guardianship responsibilities for
the unaccompaniedminor beyond those applicable to an
Adult Passenger.

• TheCarrier does not accept UnaccompaniedMinors
(considered under the age of 12 for the purposes of
this section) for transport on any portion of Flights
operated by one of the Carrier’s Code-share or
interline partners.

• TheCarrier accepts amaximumof four
UnaccompaniedMinors under theUMProgramper
Flight, and in the event of situationswheremore than
fourUnaccompaniedMinors are scheduled to travel,
theCarriermay, in its sole discretion, re-accommodate
the lastUnaccompaniedMinor(s) bookedunder this
programto thenext available Flight.

Rule 71: Carriage of Passengers with
Disabilities

Note: In the case of code-share, passengers are advised
that the carriage of personswith disabilities rules
applicable to their transportation are those of the carrier
identified on your ticket and not of the Operating Carrier.

(A) Acceptance of a Passengerwith a
Disability for Carriage
TheCarrierwill make every effort to accommodate a
personwith a disability andwill not refuse to transport a
person solely based on the person’s disability.

(B) Acceptance of Declaration of Self-
Reliance
Except for applicable safety-related rules and regulations,
theCarrierwill accept thedeterminationmadebyor on
behalf of a personwith adisability as to self-reliance. Once
advised that theperson is “self-reliant,” the carrier shall not
refuse suchpassenger transportation on thebasis that the
personwith adisability is not accompaniedbyanAttendant
or basedon the assumption that thepassengermay require
assistance fromairline employees inmeeting the
passenger’s needs suchas assistancewith eating, using the
washroom facilities or administeringmedicationwhich are
beyond the rangeof services that arenormally offeredby
the carrier, except in the following circumstances:

1. Carriermay refuse to provide transportation to any
person on the basis of safety.

2. Carriermay refuse to provide transportation to any
person if carriage of that personwould result in the
violation of any applicable law.

3. Carrier reserves the right to requiremedical clearance,
as a condition of travel, in accordancewith procedures
establishedbyCarrier, if the transportation of a person
involves anyunusual risk or hazard to thePassenger
or to other persons (including, in the case of a
pregnantPassenger, unborn children), for thepurpose
of determiningwhether theperson requires an
Attendant by reasonof theprovisions of thisRule or
for thepurposeof determiningwhether theperson
qualifies for additional or special seatingpursuant to
theprovisions of thisRule.

See also: Rule 105(A)6(d), Refusal to Transport,
Passenger’s Condition, Medical clearance.

(C) Medical Clearance
TheCarrierwill not automatically require amedical
clearance for personswith disabilities as a condition of
travel. Rather, the Carriermay, in good faith and using its
reasonable discretion, determine that a personwith a
disability requiresmedical clearancewhere their safety or
well-being, in terms of such things as assistancewith
eating, using thewashroom facilities, or that of other
passengers, is in question.Where the Carrier refuses to
transport a passenger for such reasons, awritten
explanationmust be provided at the time of refusal.When
medical clearance is required the Carriermay assess a
person’s fitness to travel based on information and/or
documentation submitted by the personwith a disability
(such as a note from the person’s physician or healthcare
professional).
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See also: Rule 105(A)6(d), Refusal to Transport,
Passenger’s Condition, Medical clearance.

(D) AdvanceNotice
Where a passenger requests a service set out in Rule 71 at
least 48 hours prior to departure, the Carrierwill provide
the service. Such requests should bemade by the
passenger at the time of reservation, and as far in advance
of travel as possible.Where a passenger requests a service
less than 48 hours prior to departure, the Carrierwill make
a reasonable effort to provide the service.

(E) Seating Restrictions andAssignments

Accommodation of Persons with Disabilities
1. When a person identifies the nature of the person’s

disability, the Carrierwill inform the passenger of the
available seats that aremost accessible and then
establishwith that passenger an appropriate seat
assignment.

2. Personswith a Disabilitywill not be permitted to
occupy seats in designated emergency exit rows,
bulkhead aisle seat or otherwise in accordancewith
applicable safety-related rules and regulations.

3. Personswith Disabilities and their Attendantswill be
seated together.

4. Thenumber of Personswith a Disability on a single
Flightmay be limited based on Passenger safety
considerations, aircraft specifications, and airport
handling facilities available at departure or arrival
airports.

Accommodation of persons with allergies
5. Passengerswith allergies should notify the Carrier at

least 48 hours in advance of their Flight that they
have food/nut/peanut or animal allergies to help
avoid the risk of exposure.

6. TheCarrier cannot guarantee allergen-freemeals,
snacks or environment. Passengerswith severe
allergies are responsible to take additional
precautions, such as packing their own snacks, using
hand sanitizer, bringingwetwipes to clean
surrounding areas, and carrying an epinephrine
auto-injector.

(F) Acceptance of Aids
1. In addition to the regular baggage allowance, the

Carrierwill accept, without charge, as priority
checked baggage,mobility aids, including:

a. an electricwheelchair, a scooter or amanually
operated rigid-framewheelchair;

b. amanually operated foldingwheelchair;

c. awalker, a cane, crutches or braces;

d. any device that assists the person to
communicate; and

e. any prosthesis ormedical device.

2. Where space permits, the Carrierwill, without
charge, permit the person to store amanually
operated foldingwheelchair and small aids in the
passenger cabin during the flight.

3. Wheelchairs andmobility aidswill be the last items
to be stowed in the aircraft hold and the first items to
be removed.

4. Where the design of the aircraft that has fewer than
60 passenger seats does not permit the carriage of a
person’s aid, the Carrier is not required to carry the
aid.TheCarrierwill advise the person about
transportation arrangements that are available for
the aid.

Note: For provisions related to limitations of liability
regarding loss of, damage to, or delay in deliveringmobility
aids, refer to Rule 120(B)5, Mobility aids.

(G) Manually OperatedWheelchair Access
TheCarrierwill permit the personwho uses amanually
operatedwheelchair to remain in thewheelchair:

1. until the person reaches the boarding gate;

2. where facilities permit, while the person ismoving
between the terminal and the door of the aircraft;

3. where space and facilities permit, while the person is
moving between the terminal and the Passenger
seat.
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(H) Service Animals
TheCarrierwill accept for transportation,without charge, a
ServiceAnimal required to assist a personwith adisability
provided that the animal is properly harnessedand certified
inwriting ashavingbeen trainedbyaprofessional service
animal institution. For the comfort of all passengers, the
Carrier staffwill determinewhere thepersonandService
Animalwill be seated.When requested at least 48hours
prior to the scheduleddeparture, theCarrierwill assign a
seat to thepersonwhichprovides sufficient space for the
personand theServiceAnimal.TheCarrierwill permit the
ServiceAnimal to accompany thepersononboard the
aircraft and to remain on thefloor at theperson’s passenger
seat. Where there is insufficient floor space in the seat row
of theperson’s passenger seat, theCarrierwill permit the
service animal to remain on thefloor in anareawhere the
person can still exercise control over the animal.

Only dogs are accepted as Service Animals.

See also: Rule 75, Acceptance of Animals (Service Animals
and Pets), and for provisions related to limitations of
liability regarding Service Animals, refer to Rule 120(B)6.

(I) Services to be Provided to Personswith
Disabilities
1. TheCarrierwill ensure that services are provided to

Personswith Disabilitieswhen a request for such
services ismade at least 48 hours prior to departure
andwill make reasonable efforts to accommodate
requests notmadewithin this time limit. Services to
be provided upon requestwill include:

• Assistingwith registrationat thecheck-in counter;

• Assisting in proceeding to the BoardingArea;

• Assisting in boarding and deplaning;

• Assisting in stowing and retrieving carry-on
baggage and retrieving checked baggage;

• Assisting inmoving to and froman aircraft
lavatory;

• Assisting in proceeding to the general public area
or, in some cases, to a representative of another
carrier;

• Transferring a person between the person’s own
mobility aid and amobility aid provided by the
Carrier;

• Transferring a person between amobility aid and
the person’s passenger seat;

• Inquiring periodically during a flight about a
person’s needs; and

• Briefing individual Passengerswith disabilities
and their Attendant on emergency procedures
and the layout of the cabin.

2. Attendant

• If a Passenger requires anAttendant, a seatmay
be booked for theAttendant at a 50%discount
based upon availability of seats.ThePassenger
will require a physician’s note indicating that an
Attendant is required, and the bookingwill need
to bemade through the Carrier’s call centre at
least 48-hours prior to departure.

• Carriermay require that anAttendant
accompany a Passengerwith a Disability as a
condition of providing transportation if the
Passenger is not able to care for all their physical
needs during the Flight and requires special or
unusual attention beyond that afforded to the
general public.

• Carriermay require that anAttendant
accompany a Passengerwith a disability as a
condition of providing transportation if Carrier
determines that such anAttendant is essential
for safety in the following circumstances:

• When the Passenger, because of amental or
cognitive disability, is unable to comprehend
or respond to safety related instructions;

• When the Passenger has impairments,
which affect both the Passenger’s hearing
and visionwith such severity that the
Passenger is not able to establish ameans of
communicationwith the Carrier’s personnel
sufficient to receive, assimilate and respond
to safety related instructions;

• When the Passenger hasmobility
impairment as severe as to be unable to
assist in their own evacuation or don an
oxygenmask in the case of a decompression.

• In circumstanceswhere anAttendant is
required by reason of the provisions of this
Rule, the Carrierwill not charge a Fare for the
seat occupied by theAttendant.

• In circumstanceswhere a Passenger
requires extra seating to accommodate the
Passenger’s disability, the Carrierwill charge
a Fare for only one seat, regardless of the
number of seats required to accommodate
the person’s disability.
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(J) Boarding andDeplaning
Where a personwith a disability requests assistance in
boarding, seating or in stowing carry-on baggage, the
Carrierwill allow the person, upon request, to board the
aircraft in advance of other passengerswhere time
permits. TheCarriermay also require a person, even in the
absence of a request to do so, to board the aircraft in
advance of other passengers in order that it has sufficient
time to provide the required assistance.

(K) Communication and Confirmation of
Information
Announcements to Passengers concerning stops, delays,
schedule changes, connections, onboard services and
claiming of baggagewill bemade in visual, verbal and/or
written format to personswith disabilitieswho request
such a service.

TheCarrierwill supply, within a reasonable time and upon
request, awritten confirmation of services that it will
provide to the personwith a Disability.

(L) Inquire Periodically
When persons inwheelchairswho are not independently
mobile arewaiting to board an aircraft, the Carrierwill
inquire periodically about their needs upon request and
shall attend to those needswhere the services required are
usually provided by the Carrier.

Rule 75: Acceptance of Animals
(Service Animals and Pets)

Note: In the case of code-share, Passengers are advised that the
acceptance of animals rules applicable to their transportation are
those of the Carrier identified on the Passenger’s ticket and not of
the Operating Carrier.

TheCarrierwill agree to carry animals subject to the following
conditions:

(A) General
1. Arrangementsmust bemade at least 48 hours in

advancewith the Carrier before any animalwill be
accepted for carriage as either checked or
unchecked baggage.

2. TheCarrierwill accept for carriage animals as either
checked or unchecked baggage provided the
animal(s) is/are accompanied by a passenger, in
compliancewith the IATA LiveAnimal Regulations.

3. Petsmust be contained in a clean, leak/escape proof
cage or container/kennelwith adequate space for
the comfort of the animal.The cage or container/
kennelmust be approved by the Carrier.

Note:This provision does not apply to ServiceAnimals
accompanyingPassengerswithDisabilities, or search
and rescue animals accompanied byhandlers.

4. Apet and its containerwill be considered excess
Baggage and applicable chargeswill apply.

Note:This provision does not apply to Service
Animals accompanying passengerswith disabilities
or search and rescue animals accompanied by
handlers. Service Animalswill be carried free of
charge (see Rule 75(D)).

5. Thepassenger assumes full responsibility for the
animal. Before the animal is accepted for carriage, the
passengermustmake all necessary arrangements to
obtain valid health and vaccination certificates, entry
permits and other documents required by countries,
states or territories for entry or transit. In the
absence of such documentation, the animalwill not
be accepted for carriage.

6. When travel involvesmore than one carrier, the
passenger should verify the policy of each carrier
involved in the itinerary and ensure that the
requirements of each carrier have beenmet and that
each carrier is aware and has agreed to carry the
animal on its own aircraft.

7. Theanimalmust be harmless, inoffensive, odourless,
and require no attention during transit.

8. TheCarrier reserves the right to deny the
transportation of the animal for any or no reason.

9. TheCarrierwill not be responsible in the event of loss,
delay, injury, sickness or death of such animal.
Exception: should an injury to or death of a service
animal result from the negligence of the Carrier's
representatives, the Carrier's liabilitywill be as
outlined in Rule 120(B)6.

10. For safety reasons, the Carrierwill not accept an
animal for carriage if the animal is less than eight
weeks old, pregnant or in-heat.

11. If the animal is sedated, the Passengermust present
a veterinarian’s note at check in stating the animal is
fit to fly.

12. TheCarrier shall deny carriage of animals during
specified restriction periods.

13. TheCarrier does not provide a kennel rental or
purchase service.
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(B) Animals as Checked Baggage
1. Thenumber of animals carried is limited by aircraft

type.

2. Due to climatic conditions, animalsmay not be
accepted during certain periods of the year.These
black-out periodswill be posted on the Carrier’s
website ormay be ascertained by contacting the
Carrier.

3. Themaximumsize for the container/kennel (length
+width + height)must not exceed 103 x 75 x 77 cm.

4. Themaximumallowableweight for both the animal
and container/kennel together is 75 kg.

5. Charges:Thecharge for transportation of the animal
and container/kennel as checked baggagewill be as
follows:

Note:This provision does not apply to Service
Animals accompanying passengerswith disabilities
or search and rescue animals accompanied by
handlers.

6. Animals accepted as Checked Baggage are cats,
dogs, and rabbits.

7. TheCarrier does not accept endangered species or
the remains fromendangered species, as listed on
Environment Canada'swebsite under the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species ofWild
Fauna and Flora (CITES).TheCarrier does not accept
trophies or remains for carriage fromany of the five
big game animals (cape buffalo, elephants, leopards,
lions, or rhinoceros).

8. TheCarrierwill accept antlers and horns fromgame
hunted in seasonwith appropriate permits.These
items are permitted in Checked Baggage only, as part
of a Passenger's Checked Baggage Rules andmust
meet theweight and size guidelines. All applicable
Checked Baggage feeswill apply.These itemsmust
be packaged to avoid damaging other Baggage and

be:

• packed in a leak-proof, hard shell container;

• completely free of rawmeat, blood or noticeable
odour; and

• padded (antlers and horn tips) to prevent
punctures to the container and/or other Baggage.

9. In addition to embargoes related to restrictions from
quarantine, peak travel periods and extreme
temperatures, the Carrier only accepts amaximum
of three kennels and six animals per Flight in
Checked Baggage.

10. Only hard sided and Carrier approved kennelswill be
accepted in Checked Baggage.

11. Check-In Cut-off Timewith an animal is 30minutes
in advance of the recommended check in time.
Animals Checked in after this timewill be denied.

(C) Animals in Cabin
1. Only one cat, dog or rabbit per passengermay be

accepted for carriage in the passenger cabin. No
other species of animal is acceptable for carriage in
the cabin.

2. Thenumber of animals carried in the passenger
cabin is limited to four animals per flight (excluding
Service/Emotional Support Animals).

3. Maximum kennel size and weight

4. Only soft sided kennels thatwill fit under the aircraft
seatwill be accepted.The containermust remain
sealed from time of entry into the aircraft until after
disembarking.

5. The in-cabin container/kennelmust be stored under
the seat directly in front of the passenger.

6. The in-cabin animal and container/kennelmust be
carried in lieu of carry-on baggage.

7. Check-In Cut-off Timewith an animal is 30minutes
in advance of the recommended check in time.
Animals Checked in after this timewill be denied.

8. If the container/kennel exceeds themaximumsize
and/ormaximumweightmentioned in Rule 75(C)3
and 75(C)4, passengerswill require to tender the

Boeing 737 ATR 42

Maximum
Dimensions 46 x 22 x 40 cm 38 x 22 x 28 cm

Maximum
weight* 10 kg

* Combinedweight of animal and kennel/container

Charge of transportation of animal
and container/kennel

Size Charge Dimensions

Small $50* 69 x 50 x 48 cm

Medium
$75*

81 x 57 x 58 cm

Large 91 x 66 x 66 cm

Extra
Large $100* 103 x 75 x 77 cm

* Plus applicable tax.
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animal as checked baggage subject to terms outlined
in 75(B).

9. TheCarriermay request a passengerwith an in-
cabin animal to change seats after boarding to
accommodate other passengers.

10. Charges:The charge for transportation of an animal
(except for Service Animals) and container/kennel in
the passenger cabinwill be $50 plus applicable taxes.

11. This provision does not apply to Service Animals
accompanying passengerswith disabilities or search
and rescue animals accompanied by handlers.

(D) Service Animals
• Service Animals assisting a Personwith a Disability

that have been certified inwriting as having been
trained by a professional service animal institution
will be permitted in the passenger cabin of the
aircraft.The animalmust remain on the floor at the
person’s seat.

• TheCarrierwill accept for transportation, without
charge, a Service Animal to assist a Personwith a
Disability on Flightswholly operated by the Carrier,
provided that the animal is properly harnessed and
certified as having been trained by a professional
service animal institution.TheCarrier recommends a
person travellingwith a service animal book a
minimumof 48 hours prior to departure, however,
the Carrierwill do all possible to accommodate
bookings inside of 48 hours fromdeparture.

• TheCarrier staff, in consultationwith the Personwith
a Disabilitywho is accompanied by a service animal,
will determinewhere the Personwith a Disabilitywill
be seated in order to ensure that adequate space is
provided to the person and the service animal.

See also: Rule 120(B)6, Service animals.

(E) Search andRescue Dogs
Search and rescue dogswhich are properly harnessedwill
be permitted in the passenger cabin of the aircraft.The
animalmust remain on the floor at the handler’s seat.

1. TheCarrierwill accept for transportationwithout
charge a search and rescue dog.Thehandler
transporting the search and rescue dog for dutywill
be entitled to the normal free baggage allowance.

2. TheCarrier, in consultationwith the search and
rescue dog’s handler, will determinewhere the
handlerwill be seated to ensure that adequate space
is provided to the handler and the dog.
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Rule 80: Administrative Formalities –
Travel Documents, Customs and
Security

(A) General
1. Thepassenger is responsible for obtaining all

required travel documents (passports, visas, tourist
cards, health certificates, or other appropriate and
necessary identification) including those of any
children that are accompanied by the passenger.

2. Thepassenger is responsible for complyingwith all
laws, regulations, orders, demands, and travel
requirements of countries to be flown from, into or
through and also for complyingwith the instructions
of the carriers concerned.

3. TheCarrierwill not be liable for anyhelpor information
giveneitherverbally or inwriting to thepassenger in
good faithaboutproper travel documentation.

4. TheCarrierwill not be liable to the passenger for any
consequences resulting from the failure of the
passenger to obtain the necessary travel documents
or from the failure to complywith the laws,
regulations, orders and/or demands of countries to
be flown from, into or through.

(B) Travel Documents
1. Prior to travel, the passengermust be prepared to

submit for inspection to the Carrier all travel
documents required by the countries concerned.

2. TheCarrierwill have the right tomake and retain
copies of the travel documents presented by the
passenger.

3. As described in Rule 105, Refusal to Transport, the
Carrier reserves the right to refuse transportation to
any passengerwho fails to present all exit, entry,
health and other documents required by law,
regulation, order, demand or other requirement of the
countrieswhere travel is intended orwhose travel
documents do not appear to be in order.

(C) Fines, Detention Costs
1. If the Carrier is required to pay any fine or penalty or

has incurred any expense because the Passenger
was refused entry into a country by reason of her/his
failure to complywith the laws, regulations, orders
and/or requirements of that country or has failed to
produce required travel documents, the passenger
will reimburse the Carrier, on demand, any amount
so paid or expenses incurred by the Carrier.

2. Apassenger found inadmissible either en route or at
destinationwill not be provided a refund by the
Carrier.

3. Due to the passenger’s inadmissibility into a country
of transit or destination, the passengermust pay the
Carrier the applicable fare to be transported from the
countrywhere entrywas refused to the original
point of origin or to an alternative destination.The
Carrierwill apply to the payment of such a fare any
funds paid by the passenger to the Carrier for unused
carriage, or any funds of the passenger in possession
of the Carrier.

(D) Government-Mandated Inspections
As required, the passengermust be present for the
inspection of their baggage by customs or other
government officials.

TheCarrierwill not be liable for any loss or damage
suffered by the passenger in the course of such inspection
or through the passenger’s failure to complywith this
requirement if the passenger’s baggagewas not in the
charge of the Carrier.

(E) Security Inspection
Thepassenger shall submit to all necessary security
checks by government, airport officials and by personnel
of the Carrier.

Rule 85: Ground Transfer Services

(A) General
1. TheCarrier does notmaintain, operate or provide

ground transfer services between airports or
between airports and city centres.

2. Any ground transfer service is performed by
independent operatorswho are not and shall not be
deemed to be, agents or servants of the Carrier.

3. Any effort by an employee, agent or representative of
the Carrier in assisting the passenger tomake
arrangements for such ground transfer service shall
in nowaymake the Carrier liable for the acts or
omissions of such an independent operator.
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Rule 87: Tarmac Delays
A. General

1. If a flight is delayed on the tarmac after the doors
of the aircraft are closed for take-off or after the
flight has landed, the carrierwill provide
passengerswith the following, free of charge:

i. if the aircraft is equippedwith lavatories,
access to those lavatories inworking order;

ii. proper ventilation and cooling or heating of
the aircraft;

iii. if it is feasible to communicatewith people
outside of the aircraft, themeans to do so;
and

iv. food and drink, in reasonable quantities,
taking into account the length of the delay,
the time of day and the location of the
airport.

2. If a passenger requires urgentmedical assistance
while the flight is delayed on the tarmac after the
doors of the aircraft are closed for take-off or
after the flight has landed, the carriermust
facilitate access to that assistance.

3. If a flight is delayed on the tarmac at an airport in
Canada, the carrierwill provide an opportunity
for passengers to disembark

i. three hours after the aircraft doors have
been closed for take-off; and

ii. three hours after the flight has landed, or at
any earlier time if it is feasible.

4. However, the carrier is not required to provide an
opportunity for passengers to disembark if it is
likely that take-offwill occur less than three
hours and 45minutes after the doors of the
aircraft are closed for take-off or after the flight
has landed and the carrier is able to continue to
provide the standard of treatment referred to in
Rule 87(A)1(i–iv).

5. A carrier that allows passengers to disembark
will, if it is feasible, give passengerswith
disabilities and their support person, or service
animal, if any, the opportunity to disembark first.

6. This section does not apply if providing an
opportunity for passengers to disembark is not
possible, including if it is not possible for reasons
related to safety and security or to air traffic or
customs control.

Rule 90: Schedule Irregularities

(A) Applicability
This rule applies to all passengers irrespective of the fare
class onwhich they are travelling.

(B) General
1. TheCarrierwill make all reasonable efforts to

transport the Passenger and the Passenger’s
Baggage at the times indicated in its timetable.

2. Times shown in timetables or elsewhere are
approximate and not guaranteed and formno part of
the contract of carriage.TheCarrierwill not be
responsible for errors or omissions either in
timetables or other representation of schedules. No
employee, agent or representative of the Carrier is
authorized to bind the Carrier by any statement or
representation regarding the dates or times of
departure or arrival, or of the operation of any flight.

3. TheCarrierwill not guarantee andwill not be held
liable for cancellations or changes to flight times that
appear on passengers’ tickets due to Uncontrollable
events, including but not limited to forcemajeure.

4. TheCarrierwill make all reasonable efforts to inform
passengers of delays and schedule changes and, to
the extent possible, the reason for the delay or
change in accordancewith theAPPR.

5. It is always recommended that the passenger
communicatewith the Carrier either by telephone,
electronic device or via the Carrier’s website or to
refer to airport terminal displays to ascertain the
flight’s status and departure time.

6. TheCarrierwill determinewhen a delay or
cancellation is Controllable and identifywhich
Passengers are eligible for applicable compensation.

7. In the case of Schedule Irregularities, the Carrierwill
give priority for assistance to any Personwith a
Disability and unaccompaniedminors.

8. Communications for Schedule Changes

Passengerswill be contacted via the email provided
when the original ticketwas bookedwith any
information regarding schedule changes.

Passengers are responsible for ensuring that the
Carrier has been providedwith valid details for
communications.
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9. Communications for Delays and Cancellations

• Passengerswill receive delay or cancellation
information:

• Via the email provided during the reservation
process;

• Via the Carrierwebsites;

• At the airport during check-in;

• At the airport by departure and arrival
screens;

• At the airport by Carrier announcements;
and

• On the aircraft.

10. Delay or Cancellation due to situation outside the
carrier’s control

This section applies to the carrierwhen there is delay
or cancellation due to situations outside the carrier’s
control, including but not limited to the following:

a. war or political instability;

b. illegal acts or sabotage;

c. meteorological conditions or natural disasters
thatmake the safe operation of the aircraft
impossible;

d. instructions fromair traffic control;

e. aNOTAM, as defined in subsection 101.01(1) of
theCanadian Aviation Regulations;

f. a security threat;

g. airport operation issues;

h. amedical emergency;

i. a collisionwithwildlife;

j. a labour disruptionwithin the carrier orwithin an
essential service provider such as an airport or
an air navigation service provider;

k. amanufacturing defect in an aircraft that reduces
the safety of passengers and thatwas identified
by themanufacturer of the aircraft concerned, or
by a competent authority; and

l. an order or instruction froman official of a state
or a law enforcement agency or froma person
responsible for airport security.

Adelayor cancellation that is directly attributable to
anearlier delayor cancellation that is due to situations
outside the carrier’s control, is considered to also be
due to situations outside that carrier’s control if that
carrier tookall reasonablemeasures tomitigate the

impact of the earlier flight delayor cancellation.

When there is delay or cancellation due to situations
outside the carrier’s control, the carrierwill:

1. provide passengerswith the information set out
in Rule 90(B)13;

2. in the case of a delay of three hours ormore,
provide alternate travel arrangements, in the
manner set out in Rule 90(B)17, to a passenger
who desires such arrangements;

3. in the case of a cancellation, provide alternate
travel arrangements in themanner set out in Rule
90(B)17.

11. Delay or Cancellation within the carrier’s control but
required for safety purposes

Adelay or cancellation that is directly attributable to
an earlier delay or cancellation that iswithin the
carrier’s control, but is required for safety purposes,
is considered to also bewithin the carrier’s control
but required for safety purposes if the carrier took all
reasonablemeasures tomitigate the impact of the
earlier flight delay or cancellation.

In the case of a delay, the carrierwill:

a. provide passengerswith the information set out
in Rule 90(B)13;

b. if a passenger is informed of the delay less than
12 hours before the departure time that is
indicated on their original ticket, provide the
standard of treatment set out in Rule 90(B)14; and

c. if the delay is a delay of three hours ormore,
provide alternate travel arrangements or a refund,
in themanner set out in Rule 90(B)17, to a
passengerwho desires such arrangements.

In the case of a cancellation, the carrierwill:

a. provide passengerswith the information set out
in Rule 90(B)13;

b. if a passenger is informed of the cancellation less
than 12 hours before the departure time that is
indicated on their original ticket, provide the
standard of treatment set out in Rule 90(B)14; and

c. provide alternate travel arrangements or a refund,
in themanner set out in Rule 90(B)17.

12. Delay or cancellation within the carrier’s control when
not required for safety

This section applieswhen there is delay or
cancellation that iswithin the carrier’s control when
not required for safety. In the case of a delay, the
carrierwill:
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a. provide passengerswith the information set out
in Rule 90(B)13;

b. if a passenger is informed of the delay less than
12 hours before the departure time that is
indicated on their original ticket, provide them
with the standard of treatment set out in section
Rule 90(B)14;

c. if the delay is a delay of three hours ormore,
provide alternate travel arrangements or a refund,
in themanner set out in Rule 90(B)15, to a
passengerwho desires such arrangements; and

d. if a passenger is informed 14 days or less before
the departure time on their original ticket that
the arrival of their flight at the destination that is
indicated on that original ticketwill be delayed,
provide theminimumcompensation for
inconvenience in themanner set out in Rule
90(B)17.

In the case of a cancellation, the carrierwill:

a. provide passengerswith the information set out
in Rule 90(B)13;

b. if a passenger is informed of the cancellation less
than 12 hours before the departure time that is
indicated on their original ticket, provide the
standard of treatment set out in Rule 90(B)14;

c. provide alternate travel arrangements or a refund,
in themanner set out in Rule 90(B)15; and

d. if a passenger is informed 14 days or less before
the original departure time that the arrival of
their flight at the destination that is indicated on
their ticketwill be delayed, provide theminimum
compensation for inconvenience in themanner
set out in Rule 90(B)17.

13. The carrier will provide the following information to the
passengers who are affected by a cancellation or delay

a. the reason for the delay or cancellation;

b. the compensation towhich the passengermay
be entitled for the inconvenience;

c. the standard of treatment for passengers, if any;
and

d. the recourse available against the carrier,
including their recourse to the CTA.

In the case of a delay, the carrierwill communicate
status updates to passengers every 30minutes until
a newdeparture time for the flight is set or alternate
travel arrangements have beenmade for the affected
passenger.

The carrierwill communicate to passengers any new

information as soon as feasible.

The informationwill be provided bymeans of audible
announcements and, upon request, bymeans of
visible announcements.

The informationwill also be provided to the
passenger using the available communication
method that they have indicated that they prefer,
including amethod that is compatiblewith adaptive
technologies intended to assist personswith
disabilities.

14. If the passenger has waited two hours after scheduled
departure time in the event of controllable delay or
cancellation

Thecarrierwill provide the passengerwith the
following treatment free of charge:

a. food and drink in reasonable quantities, taking
into account the length of thewait, the time of
day and the location of the passenger; and

b. access to ameans of communication.

The carriermay limit or refuse to provide a standard
of treatment referred to under Rule 90(B)14 if
providing that treatmentwould further delay the
passenger.

15. If the passenger is expected to wait three hours or
more after scheduled departure time in the event of
controllable delay or cancellation

If the carrier expects that the passengerwill be
required towait overnight for their original flight or
for a flight reserved as part of alternate travel
arrangements, the carrierwill offer, free of charge,
hotel or other comparable accommodation that is
reasonable in relation to the location of the
passenger, aswell as transportation to the hotel or
other accommodation and back to the airport. If a
passenger lives in a location convenient to the
airport, the passenger is not obligated to accept the
offer of accommodation andmay instead request
transportation fromand to the airport at the cost of
the Carrier.

The carrierwill provide the following alternate travel
arrangements free of charge to ensure that
passengers complete their itinerary as soon as
feasible, a confirmed reservation for the next
available flight that is operated by the original carrier,
or a carrierwithwhich the original carrier has a
commercial agreement, and is travelling on any
reasonable air route from the airport atwhich the
passenger is located to the destination that is
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indicated on the passenger’s original ticket. The
Carriers is not required to book the passengerwith
an airlinewithwhich they do not have an agreement

If the alternate travel arrangements offered do not
accommodate the passenger’s travel needs, the
carrierwill:

in the casewhere the passenger is no longer at the
point of origin that is indicated on the ticket and the
travel no longer serves a purpose because of the
delay or cancellation, refund the ticket and provide
the passengerwith a confirmed reservation that

i. is for a flight to that point of origin, and

ii. accommodates the passenger’s travel needs;
and

a. in any other case, refund the unused portion of
the ticket.

b. To the extent possible, the alternate travel
arrangementswill provide services that are
comparable to those of the original ticket.

A carrierwill refund the cost of any additional
services purchased by a passenger in connection
with their original ticket if

a. the passenger did not receive those services on
the alternate flight; or

b. the passenger paid for those services a second
time.

If the alternate travel arrangements provide for a
higher class of service than the original ticket, the
carrierwill not request supplementary payment.

If the alternate travel arrangements provide for a
lower class of service than the original ticket, the
carrierwill refund the difference in the cost of the
applicable portion of the ticket.

Refunds under this sectionwill be paid by themethod
used for the original payment and to the personwho
purchased the ticket or additional service.

16. A delay of three hours or more or a cancellation
outside of the carrier’s control

Thecarrierwill provide the followingalternate travel
arrangements freeof charge toensure thatpassengers
complete their itineraryas soonas feasible, a
confirmed reservation for thenextavailableflight that
is operatedby theoriginal carrier, or a carrierwith
which theoriginal carrierhasacommercial agreement,
and is travellingonany reasonable air route fromthe
sameairport to thedestination that is indicatedon the
passenger’s original ticket. TheCarrier is not required

tobook thepassengerwithanairlinewithwhich they
donothaveanagreement.

To the extent possible, the alternate travel
arrangementswill provide services that are
comparable to those of the original ticket.

If the alternate travel arrangements provide for a
higher class of service than the original ticket, the
carrierwill not request supplementary payment.

17. Minimum compensation in the event of a delay, a
cancellation, or a denial of boarding within carrier’s
control but not required for safety

Thecarrierwill provide the followingminimum
compensation:

a. $125, if the arrival of the passenger’s flight at the
destination that is indicated on the original ticket
is delayed by three hours ormore, but less than
six hours,

b. $250, if the arrival of the passenger’s flight at the
destination that is indicated on the original ticket
is delayed by six hours ormore, but less than nine
hours, or

c. $500, if the arrival of the passenger’s flight at the
destination that is indicated on the original ticket
is delayed by nine hours ormore.

If passenger’s ticket is refunded in accordancewith
the preceding, the carrierwill provide aminimum
compensation of $125.

To receive theminimumcompensation, a passenger
will file a request for compensationwith the carrier
before the first anniversary of the day onwhich the
flight delay or flight cancellation occurred.

Thecarrierwill, within 30days after thedayonwhich
it receives the request, provide the compensationor
anexplanation as towhycompensation is not payable.
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Rule 95: Denied Boarding and
Overbooking

Note: In the case of code-share, passengers are advised that the
denied boarding rules applicable to their transportation are those
of the Carrier identified on the Passenger’s ticket and not of the
Operating Carrier.

Denied boarding occurswhen a passenger has a valid ticket for a
flight, but is not allowed to occupy a seat on board the aircraft
because the number of passengerswho have checked in and are
at the gate on time is greater than the number of available seats
that can be occupied. Passengers presenting themselves for
travelmust also have confirmed reservations and valid travel
documents.

This Rule should not be confusedwith Rule 105: Refusal to
Transport.

(A) Applicability
1. This rule applies to all passengers, irrespective of the

type of ticketed fare.

2. Apassengerwho doesn’t notmeet the requirements
specified in Rule 40(F)will not receive denied
boarding compensation, andwill at the Carrier's
discretion have their reservations cancelled andwill
be subject to the terms and conditions associated
with the fare onwhich the passenger is travelling.

(B) Request for Volunteers
When a situation of denied boarding due to overbooking
occurs, the followingwill apply:

1. TheCarrierwill publicly ask for volunteers to
relinquish their seats fromamong the confirmed
passengersThis request processwill take place at the
check-in or BoardingAreas.TheCarrierwill continue
tomake this request of passengers until it obtains
enough volunteers to prevent other passengers from
being involuntarily denied boarding or until it
determines that it does not, despite its best efforts,
have enough volunteers.

2. Once potential volunteers have been identified, the
Carrierwill negotiatewith passengers and offer
benefits to get them to surrender their seat.The
denied boarding compensation entitlements under
theAPPR do not apply to volunteerswhomove to a
later flight.TheCarrierwill put inwriting the benefits
offered and the volunteering passengermust agree
to themprior to the departure of their flight.

3. Once a passenger has voluntarily relinquished their
seat, the passengerwill not later be involuntarily
denied boarding unless they have been advised at
the time they volunteered of such possibility. At the
time the passenger is advised of such possibility of a
further denial of boarding, the passengerwill be
advised of any further compensation towhich they
may be entitled to receive.

4. Thepassengerwho voluntarily surrenders the
passenger’s seatwill receive agreed upon benefits
from the Carrier. Volunteerswill be offered rerouting/
refund over and above the aforementioned benefits.
In addition, a passengerwho has voluntarily
surrendered the passenger’s seatwill receive the
same standard of treatment as specified in Rule 90(B)
14 and 15.

(C) Boarding Priorities
In the event there are not enough volunteers, the
remaining passengerswill be denied boarding on an
involuntary basis. Passengers holding confirmed and
ticketed reservationswill be permitted to board in the
following order until all available seats are occupied:

1. an unaccompaniedminor;

2. a Personwith a Disability and their support person,
or service animal, if any;

3. a passengerwho is travellingwith familymembers;

4. a passengerwhowas previously denied boarding on
the same ticket;

5. Passengers traveling due to death or illness of a
member of the passenger’s family.

6. Passengers holding Optimum fare Economy class
tickets.

7. Passengers forwhom, in theCarrier’s ownassessment,
failure to travelwould causeseverehardship.

8. Passengers travelling as a group including the tour
conductor of the group.

9. All other passengerswith confirmed and ticketed
reservationswill be accommodated in the order in
which they presented themselves for check-in.

10. Travel Pass bookings including Shareholder Passes.
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(D) Denied Boarding – Situations Outside
Carrier’s Control
Note:Adenial of boarding that is directly attributable to an
earlier delay or cancellation that is due to situations
outside the carrier’s control, is considered to also be due to
situations outside that carrier’s control if that carrier took
all reasonablemeasures tomitigate the impact of the
earlier flight delay or cancellation.

1. Thecarriermust provide the following information to
the passengerswho are affected by a denial of
boarding caused by situations outside carrier’s
control:

a. the reason for the denial of boarding;

b. the compensation towhich the passengermay
be entitled for the inconvenience;

c. thestandardof treatment forpassengers, if any;and

d. the recourse available against the carrier,
including their recourse to the Canadian
TransportationAgency.

2. Thecarrierwill communicate to passengers any new
information as soon as feasible.

3. The information referred to in Rule 95(D)1will be
provided bymeans of audible announcements and,
upon request, bymeans of visible announcements.

4. The information referred to in Rule 95(D)1will also be
provided to the passenger using the available
communicationmethod that they have indicated that
they prefer, including amethod that is compatible
with adaptive technologies intended to assist
personswith disabilities

5. TheCarrierwill provide a confirmed reservation for
the next available flight that is operated by the
original carrier, or a carrierwithwhich the original
carrier has a commercial agreement, and is travelling
on any reasonable air route from the same airport to
the destination that is indicated on the passenger’s
original ticket.TheCarrier is not required to book the
passengerwith an airlinewithwhich they do not
have an agreement.

6. To the extent possible, the alternate travel
arrangementswill provide services that are
comparable to those of the original ticket.

7. If the alternate travel arrangements provide for a
higher class of service than the original ticket, the
carrierwill not request supplementary payment.

(E) Denied Boarding – SituationsWithin
Carrier’s Control but required for Safety
Note 1:Adenial of boarding that is directly attributable to
an earlier delay or cancellation that is due to situations
outside the carrier’s control, is considered to also be due to
situations outside that carrier’s control if that carrier took
all reasonablemeasures tomitigate the impact of the
earlier flight delay or cancellation.

Note 2: Subject to Note 1, a denial of boarding that is
directly attributable to an earlier delay or cancellation that
iswithin that carrier’s control but is required for safety
purposes, is considered to also bewithin that carrier’s
control but required for safety purposes if that carrier took
all reasonablemeasures tomitigate the impact of the
earlier flight delay or cancellation.

1. Thecarriermust provide the following information to
thepassengerswhoare affectedbyadenial of
boarding causedby situations outside carrier’s control:

a. the reason for the denial of boarding;

b. the compensation towhich the passengermay
be entitled for the inconvenience;

c. thestandardof treatment forpassengers, if any;and

d. the recourse available against the carrier,
including their recourse to the Canadian
TransportationAgency.

2. Thecarrierwill communicate to passengers any new
information as soon as feasible.

3. The information referred to in Rule 95(E)1will be
provided bymeans of audible announcements and,
upon request, bymeans of visible announcements.

4. The information referred to in Rule 95(E)1will also be
provided to the passenger using the available
communicationmethod that they have indicated that
they prefer, including amethod that is compatible
with adaptive technologies intended to assist
personswith disabilities.

5. If a carrier determines itmay have a potential denied
boarding situation, itmust not deny boarding to a
passenger unless it has asked all passengers if they
arewilling to give up their seat.

6. Thecarriermust not deny boarding to a passenger
who is already on board the aircraft, unless the denial
of boarding is required for reasons of safety.

7. If a carrier offers a benefit in exchange for a
passengerwillingly giving up their seat in accordance
with Rule 95(E)1 and a passenger accepts the offer, it
will provide the passengerwith awritten
confirmation of that benefit before the flight departs.
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8. TheCarrierwill, before a passenger boards the flight
reserved as part of an alternate travel arrangement,
provide themwith the following treatment free of
charge:

a. food and drink in reasonable quantities, taking
into account the length of thewait, the time of
day and the location of the passenger; and

b. access to ameans of communication.

c. If the carrier expects that the passengerwill be
required towait overnight for a flight reserved as
part of alternate travel arrangements, the carrier
must offer, free of charge, hotel or other
comparable accommodation that is reasonable in
relation to the location of the passenger, aswell
as transportation to the hotel or other
accommodation and back to the airport.

9. Thecarriermay limit or refuse to provide a standard
of treatment referred to in Rule 95(E)8 if providing
that treatmentwould further delay the passenger.

10. Amount of Compensation for Involuntary Denied
Boarding

TheCarrierwill provide compensation in the
following amounts to passengerswho are
involuntary denied boarding due to overbooking.
Regardless of the fare paid, passengers are entitled to
amonetary compensation as follows:

Note: no compensation if the Carrier offers Alternate
Transportation that is planned to arrive at the
Passenger's Destination or first stopover not later
than one hour after the planned arrival time of the
Passenger's Original Flight.

11. Method of Payment of Compensation for Involuntary
Denied Boarding

All amountswill be tendered in cash/bank draft or
25%more than the amount of cash in the formof
travel vouchers.The following restrictionswill apply:

1. Carriermust informpassengers of the amount of
cash compensation thatwould be due, and that
the passengermay decline travel vouchers, and
receive cash or equivalent;

2. Carriermust fully disclose allmaterial
restrictions before the passenger decides to give
up the cash or equivalent payment in exchange
for a travel voucher;

3. Carriermust obtain the signed agreement of the
passenger, confirming that the passengerwas
providedwith the aforementioned information,
prior to providing travel vouchers in lieu of
compensation;

4. It is the passenger’s option to choosewhich form
of compensation theywish to receive.

12. Right to Care

In addition, a passengerwho is involuntarily denied
boarding due to Overbookingwill be offered the
following free of charge:

a. Ameal voucher, if the transportation acceptable
to the passenger departsmore than four hours
after the original departure time of the flight on
which the passengerwas denied boarding.

b. An overnight hotel stay and airport transfers, if
the transportation acceptable to the passenger
departsmore than eight hours after the original
departure time of the flight onwhich the
passengerwas denied boarding and involves an
overnight stay, provided the passenger’s travel
did not start at that airport.

c. A telephone call, email or faxmessage to the
destination point of travel.

13. Time of Offer of Compensation

a. Once compensation has been offered, and if
accepted, the passengerwill sign an
acknowledgment of offer on the day and at the
placewhere the denied boarding occurred.

b. In the event theAlternate Transportation departs
before the acknowledgement of offer can be
signed, the offerwill be sent bymail or by other
meanswithin 24 hours after the time the denied
boarding occurs.The passengerwill, in turn, sign
this acknowledgment and return it bymail to the
Carrier.

Length of delay Compensation

0–6 hours $900

6–9 hours $1,800

9 hours ormore $2,400
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Rule 105: Refusal to Transport

(A) Refusal to Transport – Removal of
Passenger
TheCarrierwill refuse to transport, orwill remove any
passenger at any point for any of the following reasons:

1. Government Requests, Regulations and Force Majeure
Whenever it is necessary or advisable to:

a. complywith any government regulation; or,

b. complywith any government request for
emergency transportation; or,

c. address ForceMajeure.

2. Search of Passenger and Property
When the Passenger refuses to permit a search of
the Passenger’s person or property for explosives or
for concealed, prohibited, deadly or dangerous
weapon(s) or article(s).

3. Proof of Identity/Age
When the passenger refuses a request to produce
government-issued identification to demonstrate
proof of identity.

Note:TheCarrier is obliged to screen each passenger
by looking at the passenger, and in particular the
passenger’s entire face, to determine if they appear
to be 18 years of age or older.

TheCarrier is also required to screen each passenger
who appears to be 18 years of age or older by
comparing the passenger, and in particular the
passenger’s entire face, against one piece of
government-issued photo identification that shows
the passenger’s name and date of birth; or two pieces
(without photo) of government-issued identification
at least one ofwhich shows the passenger’s name
and date of birth.

4. Immigration or Other Similar Considerations
When the passenger is to travel across any
international boundary, if:

a. The travel documents of the passenger are not in
order; or,

b. For any reason the passenger’s embarkation
from, transit through, or entry into any country
from, through or towhich the passenger desires
transportationwould be unlawful orwould
otherwise not be permitted.

5. Failure to Comply with Carrier’s Rules and Regulations
Whenthepassenger failsor refusestocomplywith
rulesandregulationsof theCarrierasstated in this tariff.

6. Passenger’s Condition

a. When the passenger’s actions or inactions prove
to the Carrier that theirmental, intellectual or
physical condition is such as to render them
incapable of caring for themselveswithout
assistance ormedical treatment en route unless:

i. thepassenger isaccompaniedbyanAttendant
whowill be responsible forassistingwith the
passenger’sneedsenroutesuchasassistance
witheating,using thewashroomfacilitiesor
administeringmedicationwhicharebeyond
the rangeof services thatarenormallyoffered
bytheCarrier; and,

ii. the passenger complieswith requirements of
Rule 71, Carriage of PersonswithDisabilities.

Exception: the Carrierwill accept the
determination of a personwith a disability as to
self-reliance as per Rule 71, Carriage of Persons
with Disabilities.

Note: If the passenger is accompanied by an
Attendant and the passenger is refused
transport, then theAttendantwill also be refused
transport and the twowill be removed from the
aircraft together.

b. When the passenger has a contagious disease.

c. When the passenger has an offensive odour.

d. Medical clearance
When the Carrier determines, in good faith and
using its reasonable discretion, that a passenger’s
medical or physical condition involves an unusual
hazard or risk to their self or other persons
(including, in the case of expectantmothers,
unborn children) or property.TheCarrier can
require the passenger to provide amedical
certificate that thenmay be assessed by the
Carrier’s ownmedical officer as a condition of the
passenger’s acceptance for subsequent travel.
TheCarriermay refuse transportation to the
person posing such hazard or risk.

e. Pregnant Passengers

i. An expectantmotherwith a complication-
free pregnancy can travel on the Carrier’s
flights up to the 36th week of themother’s
pregnancy or up to fourweeks before the
mother’s expected due datewithout a
medical certificate.

ii. Anexpectantmotherwho is in or beyond the
36thweekof her pregnancymust present a
medical certificate, datedwithin 72hours of
the scheduled timeof departure.The
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certificatemust state that thephysicianhas
examined thepatient, found themtobe
physically fit for travel by air, andprovide the
estimateddate that thepatientwill give birth.

7. Failure to Provide a Suitable Escort
When thepassenger requiresanescort due toamental
health conditionandunder careof apsychiatric
institutionor in thecustodyof lawenforcement
personnel or other responsible authorityand the
necessaryarrangementshavenotbeenmadewith the
Carrier in advancedof thedepartureof theflight.

However, theCarrierwill accept escortedpassengers
under the following conditionswhen thepassenger
has amental health condition and is under care of a
psychiatric institution or in custodyof law
enforcement personnel or other responsible authority:

a. Medical authority furnishes assurance, inwriting,
that an escorted personwith amental health
condition can be transported safely.

b. Request for carriage ismade at least 48 hours
before scheduled departure.

c. Theescortmust accompany the escorted
passenger at all times.

(B) Passenger’s Conduct – Refusal to
Transport – Prohibited Conduct and
Sanctions
1. Prohibited Conduct

Without limiting the generality of the preceding
provisions, the following constitutes prohibited
conductwhere itmay be necessary, in the
reasonable discretion of the Carrier, to take action to
ensure the physical comfort or safety of the person,
other passengers (in the future and present) and/or
the Carrier’s employees; the safety of the aircraft; the
unhindered performance of the crewmembers in
their duty onboard the aircraft; or safe and adequate
flight operations:

a. Theperson, in the reasonable judgement of the
Carrier, is under the influence of alcohol or drugs
(except a patient undermedical care).

b. Theperson’s conduct, or condition is or has been
known to be abusive, offensive, threatening,
intimidating, violent or otherwise disorderly, and,
in the reasonable judgement of the Carrier, there
is a possibility that the personwould cause
disruption or serious impairment to the physical
comfort or safety of other passengers or Carrier’s
employees, interferewith a crewmember in the
performance of their duties, or otherwise
jeopardize safe and adequate flight operations.

c. Theperson’s conduct involves any hazard or risk
to their self or other persons or to property.

d. Theperson fails to observe the instructions of the
aircraft crew, including instructions to stop any
prohibited conduct.

e. Theperson is unable or unwilling to sit in their
assigned seatwith the seat belt fastened.

f. Theperson smokes or attempts to smoke in the
aircraft.

g. Theperson uses or continues to use a cellular
phone, a laptop computer or another electronic
device onboard the aircraft after being advised to
stop such use by amember of the crew.

h. Theperson is barefoot.

i. Theperson is inappropriately dressed as deemed
by the Carrier.

j. Theperson has a prohibited article or concealed
or unconcealedweapon(s). However, the Carrier
will carry law enforcement or armed forces
personnelwhomeet the qualifications and
conditions established under government
regulations.

k. Theperson has resisted ormay reasonably be
believed to be capable of resisting escorts.

l. Theperson is filming, photographing, or recording
images, by any electronicmeans, of other
Passengers and/or Cabin Crewor Flight Crew
without the express consent of the person(s)
being filmed, photographed or recorded, or
continuing to film, photograph, or record the
image of other Passengers and/or Cabin/Flight
Crew after being advised to cease such conduct
by amember of the Cabin/Flight Crew.

m. APassenger that presents a biohazard risk to
Carrier employees and/or other passengers due
to emesis (vomit), urine, feces, or other bodily
fluids.

n. Apassenger fails to complywith health and
safety related requirements, best practices or
industry standards asmay be reasonably
imposed by the carrier, such aswhen health
concerns lead to requirements pertaining (but not
limited to):

• temperature checks

• thewearing of protective face coverings

• respectingmeasures that promote social
distancing.

• specific governmenthealthmandates (unless
anappropriate exemptionhasbeenobtained).
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1. Carrier Response to Prohibited Conduct
Where, in the exercise of its reasonable discretion,
the Carrier decides that the passenger has engaged
in prohibited conduct described above, the Carrier
may impose any combination of the following
sanctions:

a. Removal of the passenger at any point.

b. Probation:At any time, theCarriermaystipulate
that thepassenger is to followcertainprobationary
conditions, suchas tonot engage inprohibited
conduct, in order for theCarrier toprovide
transport to thepassenger. Suchprobationary
conditionsmaybe imposed for any lengthof time
which, in theexerciseof theCarrier’s reasonable
discretion, is necessary toensure thepassenger
continues toavoidprohibited conduct.

c. Refusal to Transport the Passenger:The length of
this refusal to transportmay range froma one-
time refusal to a longer period determined at the
reasonable discretion of the Carrier in light of the
circumstances. Such refusal will be for a period
appropriate to the nature of the prohibited
conduct and until the Carrier is satisfied that the
passenger no longer constitutes a threat to the
safety of other passengers, crew or the aircraft or
to the comfort of other passengers or crew; the
unhindered performance of the crewmembers in
their duty onboard the aircraft; or safe and
adequate flight operations.

d. The following conductwill automatically result in a
refusal to transport, up to a possible lifetime ban:

i. Theperson continues to interferewith the
performance of a crewmember’s duties
despite verbal warnings by the crew to stop
such behaviour.

ii. Theperson injures a crewmember or other
passenger or subjects a crewmember or
other passenger to a credible threat of injury.

iii. Theperson displays conduct that requires an
unscheduled landing and/or the use of
restraints such as ties and handcuffs.

iv. Theperson repeats a prohibited conduct
after receiving a notice of probation as
identified in Rule 105(B)2(b).

These remedies arewithout prejudice to the Carrier’s other
rights and recourses, namely to seek recovery of any
damage resulting from the prohibited conduct or as
otherwise provided in the Carrier’s tariffs, including
recourses provided in the Carrier’s frequent flyer program
or the filing of criminal or statutory charges or recovery of
extraordinary expenses related to the conduct.

(C) Recourse of the Passenger/Limitation of
Liability
1. TheCarrier’s liability in case of refusal to carry a

passenger for a specific flight or removal of a
passenger en route for any reason specified in the
foregoing paragraphswill be limited to the recovery
of the refund value of the unused portion of the
passenger’s ticket in accordancewith Rule 125(B),
Involuntary Refunds.

2. Apersonwho is refused carriage for a period of time,
up to a lifetime ban, or towhoma probation notice is
servedmay provide to the Carrier, inwriting, the
reasonswhy the person believes they no longer
poses a threat to the safety or comfort of passengers
or crew, or to the safety of the aircraft. Such
documentmay be sent to the address provided in the
refusal to carry notice or the notice of probation.

3. TheCarrierwill respond to the passengerwithin a
reasonable period of time providing the Carrier’s
assessment as towhether it remains necessary to
continue the ban ormaintain the probation period.

Rule 110: Passenger Expenses en
route

(A) General
1. Except as stated in paragraph 2 below, the fare paid

for a ticket does not include the cost of any expenses
the passengermay incur en route.

2. TheCarriermay reimburse reasonable passenger
expenses en routewhichmay include hotel
accommodations, charges for communications,
ground transfer services ormeals other than those
servedonboardanaircraftwhenthepassenger’sflight is
delayed,orwhenthepassenger isnotableto immediately
travel on a connecting flight at a transfer point.
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Rule 115: Tickets

(A) General
1. A ticketwill not be issued and the Carrierwill not

carry the passenger unless the passenger has paid
the applicable fare.

2. Before boarding, the passengermust present the
Carrierwith proof that they have been issued a valid
ticket for the flight. Such proofmust be in the formof
an itinerary/receipt, a record locator or reservation
number, or boarding pass and the passengermust
provide the Carrierwith positive identification to be
entitled to transportation.The ticketwill give the
passenger the right to transportation only between
the points of origin and destination, and on the dates,
times and via the routing shown on the ticket.

3. The ticket remains at all times the property of the
Carrierwhich issued the ticket.

4. TheCarrier does not permit the passenger to hold
more than one confirmed reservation/ticket on the
same departure flight/origin and destination for the
same travel date.

(B) Validity for Carriage
1. General:When validated, the ticket is good for

carriage from the airport of departure to the airport
of destination via the route shown on the ticket, for
the applicable fare class and is valid for the applicable
period of time.The passengerwill be accepted for
carriage on the date and flight segments forwhich a
seat has been reserved.TheCarrier’s agreement to
accept a reservation request is subject to the
availability of space.The place and date of issue are
then indicated on the ticket.

(C) Upgrading (Changing froma Lower to a
Higher Fare Ticket)
1. Before travel commences, a passengermay upgrade

to a fare of higher value to travel to any of the
Carrier’s destinations in theworld provided travel is
in accordancewith Rule 155(C)2.

2. Passengers upgrading in accordancewith Rule
155(C)1may do so provided:

a. Ticketing and advance purchase requirements of
the new fare have beenmet; and

b. Travel is via the Carrier and

c. Thedifference in fares has been paid.

(D) Non-transferability
A ticket is not transferable.

Note:TheCarrierwill not be liable to the person named on
the ticket if the ticket is either presented for transportation
or for a refund by another person.TheCarrierwill refuse
transportation to any person other than the person named
on the ticket.

(E) Prohibited Practices
TheCarrier specifically prohibits the practice commonly
known as:

Hidden City or Point Beyond Ticketing:Thepurchase of a
fare froma point before the passenger’s actual point of
origin or to a point beyond the passenger’s actual
destination.

Use of this practicewill result in the passenger’s
reservation being cancelled and the passengerwill not be
entitled to a refund.

(F) Invalidated Tickets
If the passenger attempts to circumvent any termor
condition of sale or the Carrier determines that the
passenger ismaking use of any of the prohibited practices
specified in Rule 115(H), thiswill cause the passenger’s
ticket to be invalid and the Carrierwill have the right to:

A. Cancel any remaining portion of the passenger’s
itinerary; and

B. Confiscate unused flight coupons; and

C. Refuse to board the passenger or check the
passenger’s baggage; and/or

D. Charge the passenger for the true value of the ticket,
which shall be no less than the difference between
the fare actually paid and the lowest fare for the
passenger’s actual itinerary.
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Part IV – After Travel

Rule 120: Limitations of Liability
TheCarrier shall in nowaybe liable to anyPassenger, Air Crew,
employeeor other person for any special, indirect or consequential
damages in respect of theCarrier’s Passenger Liability.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Tariff,
the Carrier shall not be liable to any Passenger, Air Crew,
employee or other person for damages sustained by the
Passenger, Air Crew, employee or other person due to the
negligence, acts or omissions of that Passenger, Air Crew,
employee or other person or the negligence, acts or omissions of
any other person, including any other air carrier, shipper,
consignee or owner, their agents, representatives or employees,
as applicable.

(A) Successive Carriers
Transportation to be performed under one ticket or under
a ticket issuedwith any Conjunction Ticket by several
successive carrierswill be regarded as single operation.

(B) Laws and ProvisionsApplicable

Liability in the case of death or bodily injury of a passenger
1. The liability of the Carrier in respect of the death of, or

injury to, a passenger is limited to the sumof
$100,000, exclusive of legal fees and costs, per
passenger, per incident.

2. In no cases shall the Carrier’s liability exceed the
actual loss suffered by the Passenger. All claims are
subject to proof of amount of loss.

3. TheCarrier is not liable:

a. In the case of any passengerwhose age ormental
or physical condition, including pregnancy,
presents a risk or hazard, for any damages
sustained by that passenger thatwould not have
been sustained but for that passenger’s age or
mental or physical condition; or

b. In the case of a pregnant passenger, for any
damages in respect of the unborn child of that
passenger.

Liability in the case of destruction or loss of, damage to, or
delay of checked and unchecked baggage
4. If the Baggage does not arrive on the same Flight as

the Passenger, the Carrierwill:

a. refund anyBaggage fee paid for the carriage of
any lost item;

b. deliver located delayed Baggage to the Passenger
at their residence/hotel, or

c. pay the amount of the Carrier’s liability for any
lost item calculated in accordancewith the parts
of this rule shall be referred to as ‘basic carrier
liability’ which shall be up to 1,288 SDR including
incidental expenses; or

After a 21-day delay, provide a settlement in
accordance with the following rules:
a. if no value is declared, the settlementwill be for

the value of the delayed Baggage or up to 1,288
SDR,whichever is the lesser, and

b. if value is declared, the settlementwill be for the
value of the delayed Baggage or the declared
sum,whichever is the lesser. No charge shall be
payable on that part of the declared valuewhich
does not exceed Basic Carrier Liability.

c. The liability limit does not apply if it is proved that
the damage resulted froman act or omission of
the Carrier, its servants or agents, donewith
intent to cause damage provided that in the case
of the agent or servant it is proved that such
servant or agentwas performing services for the
Carrier in furtherance of the contract of carriage.

d. Whether thePassenger declares value or not, in
no case shall the Carrier's liability exceed the
actual loss suffered by thePassenger. All claims
are subject to proof of amount of loss. In the case
of damage or partial loss, the person entitled to
deliverymust complain to the Carrier forthwith
after discovery of the damage or partial loss, and,
at the latest, within seven days from the date of
receipt of theBaggage. In the case of delay, the
complaintmust bemade at the latestwithin 21
days from the date onwhich theBaggage has
been placed at the person’s disposal. In the case of
loss, the complaintmust bemade at the latest
within 21 days from the date of Baggage should
have been delivered. Every complaint, whether for
loss, partial loss, damage or delay,must bemade
inwriting andmust be dispatchedwithin the
times aforesaid. Failing complaintwithin the times
aforesaid, no action shall lie against the Carrier.

e. If the Carrier proves that the damagewas caused
or contributed to by the negligence or other
wrongful act or omission of the person claiming
compensation, or the person fromwhom the
claimant derives the claimant’s rights, the Carrier
shall bewholly or partly exonerated from its
liability to the claimant to the extent that such
negligence orwrongful act or omission caused or
contributed to the damage.
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f. In any event, the Carrier shall not have any
Liability for any loss or claimwhere Passenger
hasmade amisrepresentation regarding proof of
amount of loss or the circumstances regarding
submission of proof of amount of loss.

g. In the case of Unchecked Baggage, the Carrier is
liable only to the extent the damage resulted from
its fault, or that of its servants or agents.

h. TheCarrier is liable for the damage sustained in
case of destruction or loss of, or damage to,
Checked Baggage upon condition only that the
eventwhich caused the destruction, loss or
damage took place on board the aircraft or during
any periodwithinwhich the Checked Baggage
was in the charge of the Carrier. However, the
Carrier is not liable if and to the extent that the
damage resulted from the inherent defect, quality
or vice of the Baggage. Further, the Carrier’s
liability for the destruction, loss, damage or delay
of Baggage is subject to the terms, limitations and
defences set forth in theWarsawConvention and
theMontreal Convention, whichevermay apply,
in addition to any limitation of defence recognized
by a Courtwith proper jurisdiction over claim.

TheCarrier reserves all defences and limitations
available under theWarsawConvention and the
Montreal Convention, whichevermay apply to such
claims, whichevermay apply.

Mobility aids
Note: Notwithstanding the normal carrier liability as
contained in this rule, the limit of liabilitywill bewaived for
claims involving the loss of, damage to, or delay in delivery
ofmobility aids, when such items have been accepted as
checked baggage or otherwise. In the event that amobility
aid is lost or damaged, compensation is to be based on the
cost of the repair or replacement value of themobility aid.

5. In the event that amobility aid is lost or damaged:

a. Theair carrierwill immediately provide a suitable
temporary replacementwithout charge;

b. If a damaged aid can be repaired, in addition to
Rule 120(B)5(a), the air carrierwill arrange, at its
expense, for the prompt and adequate repair of
the aid and return it to the passenger as soon as
possible;

c. If a damaged aid cannot be repaired or is lost and
cannot be locatedwithin 96 hours following the
passenger’s arrival, the Carrierwill, in addition to
Rule 120(B)5(a), replace it with an identical aid
satisfactory to the passenger, or reimburse the
passenger for the replacement cost of the aid.

Service animals
6. Should injury or death of a Service Animal result

from the fault or negligence of the Carrier, the Carrier
will undertake to provide, expeditiously and at its
own expense,medical care for or replacement of the
service animal.

(C) Limitations of Liability
1. TheCarrier is not liable for destruction, loss, damage

or delay of unchecked baggage arising out of or in
connectionwith carriage or other supplementary
services to carriage performed by the Carrier, unless
such damage is caused by the negligence of the
Carrier. Assistance offered to the passenger by the
Carrier’s employees in loading, unloading or
transferring unchecked baggage shall be considered
as complimentary service to the passenger.The
Carrier is not liable for damage to such unchecked
baggage incurred during, or, as a result of this
service, unless such damage is caused by the
negligence of the Carrier’s employees.

2. TheCarrier is not liable for any damages directly and
solely arising out of its compliancewith any laws,
government regulations, orders, or requirements or
from the failure of the passenger to complywith
same or out of any cause beyond the Carrier’s
control.

3. TheCarrier is liable for damage sustained in case of
destruction or loss of, or of damage to, checked
baggage upon condition only that the eventwhich
caused the destruction, loss or damage took place on
board the aircraft or during any periodwithinwhich
the checked baggagewas in the charge of the
Carrier. However, the Carrier is not liable if and to the
extent that the damage resulted from the inherent
defect, quality or vice of the baggage.

4. TheCarrier is not liable for damage to the passenger’s
baggage caused by contents of the passenger’s
baggage. Any passengerwhose property causes
damage to another passenger’s baggage or to the
property of the Carrierwill compensate the Carrier
for all losses and expenses it incurs as a result.

5. When the Carrier has exercised reasonable care and
attention to the handling and treatment of perishable
items or fragile articles, it shall not be liable for
spoilage resulting from the delay in delivery of any
perishable items described in Rule 55, Baggage
Acceptance, nor for the damage to, or damage caused
by, fragile articles described in Rule 55, Baggage
Acceptance, which are unsuitably packed.

6. TheCarriermay refuse to accept any articles that do
not constitute baggage as this term is defined in Rule
55(A), but if these articles are delivered to and
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accepted by the Carrier theywill be considered to be
within the value of the baggage and the Carrier’s limit
of liability.

7. Liability of the Carrier for damagewill be limited to
events on its own line, except in the case of checked
baggage, with respect to successive carriage, in
which case, the passenger also has a right of action
against the first or last Carrier involved in the
transportation.

8. Any exclusion or limitation of liability of the Carrier
under this tariff or under the passenger’s ticketwill
apply to agents, servants or representatives of the
Carrierwhowere performing services in furtherance
of the contract of carriage and also to any person
whose aircraft is used by the Carrier and its agents,
servants or representativeswho are performing
services in furtherance of the contract of carriage.

9. Theowner of an animalwill be responsible for
compliancewith all government regulations and
restrictions including providing valid health and
rabies vaccination certificateswhen required.The
Carrierwill not be liable for loss or expense due to the
passenger’s failure to complywith this provision and
the Carrierwill not be responsible if any animal is
refused transportation.

(D) Time Limitations on Claims andActions
1. No actionwill be taken against the Carrier in case of

loss or delay in the delivery of checked and
unchecked baggage unless the passenger complains
inwriting to the Carrierwithin:

a. 21 days from the date onwhich the baggage has
been placed at the passenger’s disposal (in the
case of delay); or,

b. 21 days from the date onwhich the baggage
should have been placed at the passenger’s
disposal (in the case of loss).

2. In the case of damage to checked baggage, the
passengermust complain to the Carrier immediately
after discovery of damage, and at the latest, within
seven days from receipt of the baggage.

3. Any claim against a Carrierwill be extinguished
unless an action is broughtwithin two years
reckoned from the date of arrival at the destination,
or from the date onwhich the aircraft ought to have
arrived, or from the date onwhich the carriage
stopped. For baggage claims, reimbursement for
expenseswill be based upon acceptable proof of
claim.

(E) Overriding Law
If any provision contained or referred to in the ticket or this
tariff is found to be contrary to an applicable law,
government regulation, order or requirement, which
cannot bewaived by agreement of the parties, such
provision, to the extent that it is invalid, shall be severed
from the ticket or tariff and the remaining provisions shall
continue to be of full force and effect.

(F) Modification andWaiver
Noagent, servantor representativeof theCarrierhas the
authority toalter,modify, orwaiveanyprovisionsof this tariff.

(G) Gratuitous Transportation
All passengerswho are transported gratuitously by the
Carrierwill be governed by all the provisions of this rule
and by all other applicable rules of this tariff.

Rule 125: Refunds

(A) General
1. Thepassengermust present to the Carrier or its

authorized agent the unused flight coupons of a
ticket, an itinerary/receipt, a record locator, or a
reservation number as satisfactory proof that the
passenger has unused portions of a ticketwhich are
eligible for refund.

2. TheCarrierwill make a refund to the personwho
purchased the ticket.

3. Acceptance of a refund by the passengerwill release
the Carrier from further liability.

4. In any instancewhere refunds are appropriate, the
Carrierwill process requests in a timelymanner and
refund the fare in the original formof payment or a
Travel Credit.
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(B) Involuntary Refunds
1. Involuntary refunds are not subject to any

restrictions contained in the applicable fare rule.

2. Theamount of the involuntary refundwill be as
follows:

• If, no portion of a Ticket has been used, the
amount of refundwill be equal to the Fare and
charges paid; or

• If, a portion of the Ticket has been used, the
amount refunded to the purchaserwill be the
difference between the Fare paid and the Fare for
transportation actually used or to be used.

(C) Voluntary Refunds
1. Voluntary refundswill be based on the applicable fare

at the time of ticket issuance, and the refundwill be
made in accordancewith any restrictions contained
in the applicable fare rule.

2. Voluntary refundswill bemade only by the Carrier
whichoriginally issuedtheticketor itsauthorizedagent.

3. If no portion of a ticket has been used, the refundwill
be full amount of the fare paid less any cancellation
fee and/or service charge.

4. If a portion of the ticket has been used, the refund
will be an amount equal to the difference between
the fare paid and the applicable fare for travel
between the points forwhich the ticket has been
used, less any cancellation fee and/or service charge.

5. Voluntary refund of tickets shall bemade in the
currency used to issue the ticket and, in the country,
where the ticketwas purchased, whenever possible.
However, Canadian dollar refunds or refunds in the
currency of the countrywhere the voluntary refund
is requestedmay bemade at the request of the
passenger provided a refund in such currency is not
prohibited by local government foreign exchange
control regulations.

6. Non-refundable tickets can be exchanged for a
future ticket for up to one year from the ticket issue
date as long as the reservation is cancelled on or
before the first travel date on the ticket.

(D) Refunds in the Case of Death
When transportation is cancelled as a result of the death of
the passenger, amember of the immediate family or
travelling companion, the refundwill apply as follows:

1. Refunds in the case of death are not subject to any
restrictions contained in the applicable fare rules.

2. If no portion of a ticket has been used, the amount of
refundwill be equal to the fare and charges paid.

3. If a portion of the ticket has been used, the refund
will be equal to the difference between the fare paid
and the applicable fare for travel between the points
forwhich the ticket has been used andwill not be
subject to any cancellation fee and/or service
charge.

4. Refundswill only bemade upon presentation of the
unused coupon(s) and death certificate, or a copy
duly executed by the competent authorities (i.e.
those designated to issue a death certificate by the
applicable laws of the country concerned), in the
country inwhich the death occurred.

5. In the case of death of the passenger, the refundwill
bemade to the estate of the passenger.

(E) Jury Duty
In the event the passenger is called to jury duty or
subpoenaed, a full refundwill apply upon presentation of
jury summons or subpoena. No other documentwill be
accepted.

(F) Refusal to Refund
TheCarriermay refuse to refund the passenger’s ticket if
that ticket is presented for refund after its validity has
expired.
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